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1 INTRODUCTION 

 Purpose of This Report 

This document provides the second iteration of Gloucestershire County Council’s Local Cycling and Walking 
Infrastructure Plan (LCWIP) for the Central Severn Vale. 

LCWIPs provide a strategic approach to identifying cycling and walking improvements required at the local level. 
They enable a long-term approach to developing local cycling and walking networks, ideally over a 10-year period, 
and form a vital part of the Government’s strategy to increase the number of trips made on foot or by cycle. 

By taking a strategic approach to improving conditions for cycling and walking, LCWIPs will assist Local Authorities 
(LAs) to: 

 identify cycling and walking infrastructure improvements for future investment in the short, medium and 
long term 

 ensure that consideration is given to cycling and walking within both local planning and transport policies 
and strategies 

 make the case for future funding for walking and cycling infrastructure 

DfT published a technical guidance document in 2017, which outlines the process for Local Authorities producing 
LCWIPs.  This document has been used to guide the LCWIP process and can be accessed using the following link: 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/607016/cycl
ing-walking-infrastructure-technical-guidance.pdf  

The key outputs of LCWIPs are: 

 a network plan for walking and cycling which identifies preferred routes and core zones for further 
development 

 a prioritised programme of infrastructure improvements for future investment 

 a report which sets out the underlying analysis carried out and provides a narrative which supports the 
identified improvements and network 

While the preparation of LCWIPs is non-mandatory, LAs who have plans will be well placed to make the case for 
future investment.   

Gloucestershire is serious about increasing the number of trips made by walking and cycling and it is 
Gloucestershire County Council’s (GCC) view that this as an essential component of creating better places and 
improving the quality of people’s lives. Creating an environment that is more conducive to active travel will also 
help the authority to achieve its air quality targets for carbon zero and an 80% reduction in emissions by 2050. 

It is GCC’s long-term aim to produce a number of LCWIPs based on our Local Transport Plan (LTP) Connecting 
Places Strategy areas.  The initial LCWIP has focused on Cheltenham and Gloucester in the CSV area. 

Through this process we engaged with a variety of people to fully understand the range of barriers people have to 
cope with and what changes can be made to improve the quality of the environment to enable more people to 
walk and cycle.  In the phase 1 pilot project in 2018, cycling focussed on sections of the countywide cycleway 
within Cheltenham and Gloucester, for walking we focussed on accessing the Cheltenham Spa station and 
Gloucester bus and rail stations. In 2019, we focussed on a primary and secondary route network for cycling and 
cycle routes into strategic developments were assessed. For walking we focused on routes from public transport 
hubs into the town and city key retail centres. 

It is important to move away from a culture where the car is the dominant mode of transport towards one where 
the car is one transport choice within a range of realistic travel options.  Gloucestershire’s LCWIP will enable this. 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/607016/cycling-walking-infrastructure-technical-guidance.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/607016/cycling-walking-infrastructure-technical-guidance.pdf
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 Report Structure 

The report is structured as follows: 

• Section 2. LCWIP Scope: sets out the geographical scope considered for this LCWIP; 

• Section 3. Background Information: summarises the transport policies, studies and planned schemes 
relevant to the LCWIP; 

• Section 4. Transport Network: describes the existing transport network for walking and cycling in the CSV 
and in particular within Gloucester and Cheltenham; 

Cycling: 

• Section 5. Cycling Travel Patterns: outlines the existing and forecast travel patterns for cyclists and the 
desire lines to be audited at this stage; 

• Section 6. Network Planning for Cycling: sets out the route selection process undertaken, the findings of 
the cycling audit and the initial programme of cycling improvements; 

Walking: 

• Section 7. Walking Travel Patterns: outlines the existing walking desire lines identified from initial 
stakeholder workshop and which routes to audit at this stage; 

• Section 8. Network Planning for Walking: sets out the findings of the walking audits, feedback from the 
second stakeholder workshop and the initial programme of walking improvements  
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2 LCWIP SCOPE 

 Overview 

This section of the report sets out the scope for this LCWIP and the reasoning for its selection. 

 Central Severn Vale 

The scope of this LCWIP is the Central Severn Vale (CSV) area. This includes the communities of Cheltenham, 
Gloucester, Churchdown and Bishops Cleeve as shown in Figure 1. The total population covered by the LCWIP is 
270,000.   

Figure 1 – Central Severn Vale area. 

 

As Gloucestershire grows over the next 15 years much of this will focus on the CSV area. It is hoped that the CSV 
LCWIP will provide a systematic framework through which to engage with local communities, shape discussions 
with developers, identify strategic walk and cycle networks, and direct delivery. 

The CSV area has been prioritised due to the following factors: 

 The county’s two main urban settlements are Cheltenham and Gloucester, forming the main business, 
commercial, educational, service and cultural centres; 

 Location of most of existing cycling and walking assets; 

 Centre of future growth, 30,000 new dwellings and significant new employment by 2031; 

 Greater level of existing cycle use (2011 census); 

 Higher propensity to encourage higher levels of cycling; 

 Will be benefitting from £3.8m of potential investment by Highways England to improve cycle connectivity 
on the Strategic Road Network between Cheltenham and Gloucester.  
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3 BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

 Overview 

This section of the report provides background information about walking and cycling in the CSV and is set out 
under the following headings: 

 National Transport Policies 

 Local Transport Policies 

 Other Studies 

 Planned Schemes 

 National Policies 

3.2.1 Cycle and Walking Investment Strategy 

The Department for Transport launched its Cycle and Walking Investment Strategy (CWIS) in April 2017.  The 
strategy outlines Government’s ambition for cycling in England which is ‘to make cycling and walking the natural 
choices for shorter journeys, or as part of a longer journey’.  

To aid local areas interested in increasing cycling and walking, technical guidance has been published by the 
Department for Transport on the preparation of Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plans (LCWIPs).   

LCWIPs provide a new, strategic approach to identifying cycling and walking improvements enabling a long-term 
approach to developing local cycling and walking networks, ideally over a 10-year period. 

While the preparation of LCWIPs is non-mandatory, Local Authority’s that have a plan will be well placed to make 
the case for future investment.  In response GCC committed itself to producing a LCWIP. 

No new funding is currently available and for Gloucestershire funding for walking and cycling infrastructure will 
come through:  

 Ad-hoc funding bids 

 New developments S106 / CIL  

 Local Enterprise Partnership  

 GCC capital and maintenance budgets  

To aid local areas interested in increasing cycling and walking, guidance has been published on the preparation of 
Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plans (LCWIPs).   

3.2.2 The Inclusive Transport Strategy: Achieving Equal Access for Disabled People 

This Department for Transport strategy commits to update Local Transport Note 2/08, which sets out the 
Department’s guidance to local authorities on designing safe and inclusive infrastructure for cyclists, to take 
account of developments in cycling infrastructure since its publication in 2008 and the responses to the draft AAP 
consultation and publish a revised version by early 2019;  

By 2020, the strategy intends to explore the feasibility of amending legislation to recognise the use of cycles as a 
mobility aid in order to increase the number of disabled people cycling.  

The focus of the strategy is the main plank of the Gloucestershire LCWIP. The challenge will be to understand how 
selected pieces of the network will be able to offer outstanding inclusive cycling environments – looking at radii, 
path widths, soft barriers, gradients and signing. This is why only a small amount of the county has been selected 
because it will take such a concentrated approach to doing something that has never been done in 
Gloucestershire (or most of England) before. 
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3.2.3 Integration with Land Use Policy 

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) sets out how the planning system should help deliver sustainable 
development, and includes a set of core land-use planning principles which underpin plan-making and planning 
decisions. The Framework is supported by planning practice guidance issued by the Department for Communities 
and Local Government.  

Within the updated NPPF there is now a ‘presumption in favour of sustainable development and ‘sustainable’ is 
being defined predominantly in a social context which adapts the Brundtland definition to state ‘by ensuring that 
a sufficient number and range of homes can be provided to meet the needs of present and future generations’.  

Policy on assessing the transport impact of proposals (now at paragraphs 108-110) has been amended to refer to 
highway safety as well as capacity and congestion in order to make it clear that designs should prioritise 
pedestrian and cycle movements, followed by access to high quality public transport (so far as possible) as well as 
to reflect the importance of creating well-designed places. 

Once completed the CSV LCWIP will be incorporated into Local Policy through the planned Local Transport Plan) 
LTP review timed for 2018/19. 

Where Neighbourhood Plans are being prepared at the same time as the LCWIP, the parish or town council, or 
neighbourhood forum will also be encouraged to engage positively with the LCWIP process.  

The benefits of incorporating LCWIPs into local planning policy are to:  

 ensure that appropriate consideration is given to cycling and walking in all local planning and transport 
decisions, and identify potential policy conflicts  

 add to the evidence base which can be used to support a Local Plan, Neighbourhood Plan or Local Transport 
Plan  

 enable the consideration and adoption of wider policy levers to encourage more walking and cycling  

 enable authorities to seek appropriate contributions to the provision of walking and cycling infrastructure 
when drawing up the Regulation 123 list for the Community Infrastructure Levy; through planning 
agreements in the form of Section 106 obligations; and when Section 278 highway agreements are made  

 identify places where new strategic cycling or walking routes can be delivered by a new development, and 
ensure the protection of alignments for future planned cycling and walking routes 

 Gloucester, Cheltenham and Tewkesbury’s Joint Core Strategy 

The Joint Core Strategy (JCS) is a partnership between Gloucester City Council, Cheltenham Borough Council, and 
Tewkesbury Borough Council.  The JCS is co-ordinated strategic development plan that sets out how this area will 
develop during the period up to 2031. The JCS is steered by officers and elected members from each of the three 
local authorities.  The strategy was adopted by the three authorities in 2017. 

The JCS Transport Strategy has identified a six-point plan to enable the delivery of the JCS development proposals. 
This will strengthen local and regional connectivity and improve the desirability of the JCS area as a destination.   

JCS Transport Strategy - Six-point plan 

1. Provide an efficient, safe and resilient transport network which enables the delivery of 
residential and employment growth by minimising its impacts on the transport network. 

2. Deliver new, and enhance existing, sections of highway where required across the whole of the 
JCS area, to improve the quality of place; reduce community severance; facilitate the principle of 
orbital vehicle movements by separating local and ‘through’ traffic; and enable economic 
growth.   

3. Remove pinch points on the local highway network, prioritising those on radial routes served by 
key bus corridors including the 10, 41/42, 94, 97/98 bus services. 
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4. Encourage public transport providers (bus and rail) to increase service frequencies along 
strategic corridors and review service coverage where there are gaps serving development sites 

5. Provide coherent cycle and pedestrian linkages which connect development sites to adjacent 
land uses through permeable site layouts and the provision of new infrastructure;  

6. Optimise the smart operation and management of the transport network through increased use 
of technology and travel information to provide multi-modal travel information 

 

The six-point plan emphasises the importance of minimising the impact of development to ensure an efficient, 
safe and resilient transport network.  It recognises the role of ‘place’ and the need to remove strategic or 
‘through’ traffic from local environments.  It also strongly supports walking, cycling and public transport use, with 
the long-term aim of reducing reliance on the car for short and longer distance trips. 

The improvements summarised within the strategy will be instrumental in creating high quality, vibrant and 
successful communities.  Planned highway capacity improvements will separate local and through traffic to 
ensure it can move with fewer journey delays and without undermining high quality passenger transport 
networks.   In addition, attractive pedestrian and cycle infrastructure will be integral to highway networks to 
enable sustainable travel choice. A key focus of the JCS Transport strategy is to create the opportunity and 
environment to enable real change in travel behaviours and modal shift. 
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 Local Transport Policies 

3.4.1 Gloucestershire’s Local Transport Plan (2015-2031) 

Overarching Strategy 

Gloucestershire’s Local Transport Plan (LTP) was adopted in June 2016 following a comprehensive review of the 
previous plan.  The LTP is a living document, and will be updated and amended to reflect the adoption of local 
plans or national guidance.  A review of the LTP is planned for 2018/19 and through this process the 
recommendations of the CSV CWIP will be captured.  One of the main motivations for the review is to ensure the 
LTP is consistent with the Transport Strategy developed to support the delivery of the Cheltenham, Gloucester 
and Tewkesbury JCS (see section 3). 

Gloucestershire’s LTP outlines the county council’s priorities for transport delivery between 2015 and 2031.  It is a 
statutory requirement under the Local Transport Act 2008 for Local Authorities to have a LTP. However, its role 
has changed.  It no longer provides the basis of a financial allocation from the Department for Transport.  Instead 
it sets out the long-term policy structure for local transport delivery including a set of scheme priorities.   

Transport schemes included within the LTP are identified on the basis of compliance with the overarching LTP 
objectives.  They do not represent a commitment by county council for funding.  Rather, they provide the basis 
for future funding bids, as opportunities arise. 

This LTP has benefited from Gloucestershire County Council’s active participation in a European Union project 
entitled ‘Boosting Urban Mobility Plans’ (BUMP).  This enabled the sharing of expertise among nine European 
partners.  The project outcome has been the development of six spatial delivery strategies entitled Connecting 
Place Strategies (CPS) reflecting transport issues and priorities across the county.  Figure 2 illustrates the 
geographies of the different CPS areas. 

A new multi document structure has been developed reflecting different transport modes and place based 
strategies now included within the LTP.  Figure 3 illustrates the new multi document structure. 
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Figure 2 Gloucestershire’s Connecting Places Strategy areas. 

 

Figure 3 LTP Multi-Document Structure. 

 

A number of the LTPs objectives and expected outcomes relate directly to walking and cycling including: 
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Objective Expected Outcomes 

Support sustainable 
economic growth 

 Gloucestershire is a place to do business and attract investment 

 The transport network is reliable, fit for purpose and demonstrates value for money 

 Increased journey time reliability 

 A transport network resilient to extreme weather events 

 A thriving tourist industry which benefits from ease of access to the county’s natural, 
built and historic environmental assets 

Enable community 
connectivity 

 

 Individuals benefit from economic prosperity and social benefits 

 An integrated transport network which provides genuine transport choices 

 A transport network which provides individuals with the confidence to consider all 
travel choices 

Conserve the 
environment 

 

 Reduced transport derived carbon emission 

 A reduction in solo car use, and an increased uptake of sustainable transport modes 
(walking, cycling and public transport) 

 Transport scheme are designed to reduce the adverse impact of transport on 
Gloucestershire’s high quality natural, built and historic environments 

Improve community 
health and well being 

 Less car trips resulting in fewer journey delays 

 Increased number of walking and cycling trips 

 Improved air quality  

 A healthy more active population (addressing obesity and associated conditions) 

 

14 perforamnce indicators were identified to monitor how successful the policies contained within the LTP have 
been in achieving the expected outcomes.  LTP PI-8 relates to cycling and specfically the increase use of cycling.  
The target is to increase cycle use within the county by 50% from 2015 to 2031.  This target is not as ambitious as 
the Government’s ambition outlined within the CWIS and will be reviewed as part of the planned LTP review. 

PD2 Cycling 

Cyclists are highway users and, when on the carriageway, they are traffic.  It is important to recognise that the 
whole of the highway network, outside of parts of the Strategic Road Network managed by Highways England, is 
the cycle network. The reality however, is that some roads, junctions or roundabouts create barriers to cycling 
movement and deter higher levels of cycling.  

The LTP consultation has revealed significant support for cycling in both urban and rural Gloucestershire.  Key 
issues that have been emphasised include: 

 Cycling is a very important mode in Gloucestershire for existing and potential cyclists as well as people who 
do not wish to cycle but understand its value to wider quality of life objectives 

 There is significant support for segregated cycling provision. This may be seen as controversial as the 
presumption is in favour of providing for cyclists on carriageway with other traffic unless traffic volumes 
and speeds preclude this. However, in the light of this response there needs to be closer consideration of 
the role of segregated cycling facilities, particularly in the vicinity of schools, colleges and land uses which 
may generate a high cycle trip demand 

 Respondents also want to see more integration between cycling and other modes to allow journey 
versatility and easier door-to-door ‘seamless trips’. This may be achieved through better attention to mode 
integration opportunities at transport hubs such as railway stations and local park and ride facilities, and 
encouraging bike carriage on buses and trains 
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 In rural areas there is significant potential for leisure and tourism cycling to benefit the local economy whilst 
having important spin off benefits for some utility travel between the smaller settlements 

In response to the second bullet point the LTP seeks to create an established cycling network, not because cyclists 
should be confined to a network, but so that cycling movement can be enabled and promoted on all key desire 
lines, and especially where cycling is inhibited on the main transport movement corridors.  

In providing new or upgraded cycle infrastructure there is a wide range of approaches which will reflect site/ 
route specific conditions and opportunities. The Cycling ‘Hierarchy of Provision’ advises that cyclists, as traffic, 
should first and foremost be on the highway and that means of slowing or reducing motorised flows should be 
considered before cyclists are directed to use on or off carriageway facilities (Figure C). However, consultation 
responses reveal a high level of support for high quality shared use facilities where they confer real advantage to 
the cyclists (as well as removing them from roads shared with motorised traffic). There may be a need for a dual 
network and particularly near schools, colleges, major employment sites and population centres.  

Figure 4 The Cycling Hierarchy of Provision 

Consider first 

 

 

 

 

 

Consider last 

 Traffic volume reduction 

 Traffic speed reduction 

 Junction treatment, hazard site treatment, traffic 
management 

 Reallocation of carriageway space 

 Cycle tracks away from roads 

 Conversion of footways / footpaths to shared space for 
pedestrians or cyclists 

 
A blanket approach cannot be applied; for example, a key concept is ‘invisible infrastructure’ where, through 
careful street space design and management, there is no requirement for heavily engineered cycle-specific 
infrastructure. Cycle friendly streets free of cycle specific infrastructure, can be interspersed with route segments 
which correspond with cycle lanes (on / off road), signage, cyclist priorities at lights, segregated routes, bus lanes, 
controlled crossing points, grade separated crossings etc. The end result however, should be a coherent network 
of good quality routes.  

Figure 4 is excerpted from DfT Local Transport Note 2/08 and is reflected in GCC’s Cycle Facility Guidelines (2012). 
However, in the light of the needs of some target groups such as women, older people and school children, there 
may be a need to provide for a range of cyclists where there are particular cycle trip needs or where opportunities 
to do so arise (e.g. through new development or a restored canal corridor etc).   

This is critical to the motivations of the CSV CWIP process to fully understand the barriers and where 
improvements are needed. This is really important as we aim to engage with members from our protected 
characteristics including: age, disability, gender reassignment, marriage and civil partnership, pregnancy and 
maternity, race, religion or belief, sex (gender) and sexual orientation. 

LTP PD 2.1 – Gloucestershire’s Cycle Network 
 
GCC will deliver a functioning cycle network by improving cycle linkages and safeguard quiet highway 
connections by working with delivery partners, other agencies, and community stakeholders to 
identify and remove barriers (physical or psychological) to cycling.  

 

 

This policy will act to improve the cycle network as opportunities arise; as safety requirements indicate a need; 
and as barriers to more cycle movement are identified and addressed. A cycle route needs to be coherent, safe, 
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pleasant and direct if it is to be well used and cost effective to provide. Therefore, the approach of demand 
management and the consideration of cycle corridors will help achieve this.  

The implementation of this policy will focus on increasing the capacity of the transport network to accommodate 
future and projected travel demand through enabling and promoting mode shift away from the private car for 
solo trips to other modes such as cycling. The focus on transport demand management as a first principle will lead 
to cost efficiencies and a continued recognition of the value of cycling in a free-moving transport network. GCC 
will work with all transport providers to provide a reliable and efficient network that connects communities, 
employment and services with minimal congestion and competitive journey times. A key policy outcome will be 
greater connectivity within and between communities at reduced social and economic cost, including improved 
access to schools and employers. 

The maintenance of the carriageway and segregated cycle routes contributes significantly to cycle safety. Cyclists 
are disproportionately affected by debris in the gutters, where existing infrastructure encourages them to ride. 
The prevalence of potholes can also present serious safety risks. Similarly, issues of standing water and surfacing 
materials will all impact directly on cyclists. Not only are cyclists interested in the maintenance of the highway 
asset, they will be affected by the Maintenance Schedule that is applied to the main, secondary and tertiary 
transport networks and adequate maintenance of segregated cycle ways will be needed. 

LTP PD 2.2 Cycle Asset Management 

 

GCC will manage cycle infrastructure in line with the Transport Asset Management Plan (TAMP), the 
Highways Maintenance Handbook and other guidance or policies such as the updated 
Gloucestershire Highways Biodiversity Guidance (2015).  

 

 

The implementation of this policy will result in well maintained infrastructure which offers significant and 
sometimes disproportionate benefit to cyclists. The above policies ensure that the factors affecting cyclist 
comfort and safety are addressed through LTP policy and the TAMP. 

New development provides an excellent opportunity to create better cycling opportunities and travel practices by 
ensuring that issues of severance and connectivity are addressed and the local cycle network benefits. The re-
development of strategic sites close to urban centres offers unique opportunities for the encouragement of 
cycling through the provision of convenient access routes, unlocking corridors; increasing permeability; and 
freeing up cycling movement through focussing on connectivity and fine grain development layouts, ‘When 
existing streets are being redesigned … There is a need to identify opportunities to repair incomplete or poor 
quality connections’. [MfS1 para. 3.6.4].  Where developments are on the periphery, an opportunity also exists to 
maximise contributions from developers by seeking to complete links to key destinations, this in turn can benefit 
communities that would otherwise be adversely impacted by additional traffic movements. 

Distance is a major factor in deciding how to make a journey. The longer the perceived or actual trip length the 
less likely it is that cycling or walking will be chosen over the car. Therefore, one way of providing a ‘walking and 
cycling advantage’ is to increase permeability by allowing cyclists and pedestrians to use routes not permitted for 
motorised vehicles.  Journey times may be significantly reduced by opening up ‘cut-throughs’ from one road to 
another or by providing paths across green spaces. These small schemes provide good value for money, giving 
significant gain for comparatively little investment. New development can help fund or strengthen these linkages.  
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‘Invisible infrastructure’ is a term applied to infrastructure and measures which are not cycle-specific but which 
contribute to the creation of a cycle-friendly road environment. These include: 

 Land-use and development policies that reduce the need to travel and decrease reliance on private car use 

 Vehicle restricted areas/road pricing/congestion charging to discourage traffic from using roads within the 
central areas of towns and cities 

 The management of car parking through cost and availability, workplace parking charges and residents’ 
parking 

 Traffic management and calming measures including vehicle exclusion, home zones, area wide 20 mph 
zones 

 Public transport policies, infrastructure and services that create a viable alternative to car use and facilitate 
multi-modal journeys such as bike and rail 

 Workplace and school travel plans 

 Individualised travel marketing 

 The introduction of innovative treatments such as ‘Shared Space’ urban areas 

 The informal cycle network of quiet routes and ’cut throughs’ which are valued by a local community but 
which may have no ascribed cycle specific infrastructure or cycle route status 

Part of this includes mitigating the transport impact of cumulative growth in traffic volumes or ‘rat running’. This 
can erode the qualities of some informal routes used by pedestrians and cyclists over months and years, so that 
highly valued undesignated routes simply disappear. As a result, more people resort to the car and it can be too 
late to offset the trend without building expensive dedicated cycle facilities. 

If direct, quiet links through and between places, are identified and safeguarded through a range of locally 
applicable measures, non-motorised trip rates may be increased without the provision of extensive cycle-specific 
infrastructure.  

 

LTP PD 2.3 Integration with new developments 

 

GCC will liaise with Local Planning Authorities and developers to ensure connectivity between new 
developments and existing infrastructure and to ensure that realistic opportunities for travel choice 
are taken up within and between new developments.  

 

 

The outcome of this policy will be a fit for purpose cycle network which optimises the opportunities available and 
benefits from a fuller understanding of what may constitute a coherent cycle network; one that does not 
necessarily resort to heavily engineered or designed infrastructure (unless necessary) but which recognises, 
safeguards and reinforces the qualities of quiet, direct, unimpeded access. 

Cyclists may use the public highway, designated shared use paths and bridleways. However, due to perceptions, 
habits and genuine concerns many people are deterred from cycling. 

Roughly half the households in England own bicycles but a much smaller number use them with less than 2% 
(nationally) and 4.5% (in Gloucestershire) cycling to work1. If cycling is to be seen as a credible alternative to other 
modes, an increase in awareness is needed alongside physical infrastructure improvements.  The Marketing 

                                                           

1 National Census 2011 
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Cycling Handbook2 makes this point well: “It’s easy to think of persuasive arguments in favour of cycling. The 
challenge is communicating them effectively to the people who are most likely to try it for themselves. That means 
thinking, and taking action, at a local level”. 

LTP PD 2.4 Cycle Safety, Awareness and Confidence 
 
GCC will contribute towards better safety, security, health and thereby longer life expectancy by 
reducing the risk of death, injury or illness arising from transport.  This will be provided by working 
with partners to improve personal safety perceptions of using the transport network services and 
promote the use of transport to contribute to enjoyment and psychological wellbeing.   
 

 

The outcome of this policy will be to identify and implement the factors that improve cycle safety, ranging from 
the design of hard infrastructure to its multi-modal use. The use of training, promotions, and information will 
make people more able to improve their cycling (and driving) skills whilst making an informed choice about risk.  

The most significant effect from transport on human health is its influence on physical activity. In the UK there 
has been a general upward trend in car ownership since the 1960s. This is indicative of a sedentary lifestyle. 

The effect of switching from active modes of travel (walking and cycling) to the use of the private car is now 
regarded by health professionals as the major health impact of current transport policy and behaviour. Early 
deaths from heart disease and stroke and cancer are greater in Gloucestershire than numbers of people affected 
by road injuries and deaths. Adults who are physically active have 20-30% reduced risk of premature death and up 
to 50% reduced risk of developing the major chronic diseases such as coronary heart disease, stroke, diabetes and 
cancers. 

LTP PD 2.5 Increasing levels of health and wellbeing 
 
GCC will work with partners to encourage levels of physical activity by encouraging greater numbers 
of people to walk and cycle short distance trips and to enable children to enjoy more independent, 
physically active lifestyles 

 

 
During the LTP delivery period this policy will encourage joint working with partners and developers to identify 
and exploit opportunities for shared joint objectives to be met through the transport, health and planning 
authorities.  

Gloucestershire County Council has committed to considering the interests of cycling and cyclists in every major 
transport related project in which it is involved.  The County Councillor cross party Cycle Advisory Group has been 
formed to ensure firstly that the Council is aware of all of the major transport projects which may have a cycling 
dimension across the County, and secondly to check and be assured that the interests of cyclists are being 
considered. 

The expected outcomes of the group include: 

 Members will have an oversight and input into the Cycle schemes being promoted and delivered by the 
County Council. 

 Members will be consulted and provide input when GCC produces its Local Cycling, Walking Infrastructure 
Strategy (LCWIP). 

 Members will lead the review of the cycling and walking mode strategies contained within the LTP.  

                                                           

2 Bike for All DfT 2004 
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 Members will actively lobby partner organisations such as the LEP and Highways England to ensure that 
cycling is prioritised and invested in. 

 Members will be consulted when any cycle scheme (or scheme including cycle provision) is developed and 
is subject to consultation. 

 Members will be invited to be involved in pre-app discussions (via the Highways Development Management 
team) to shape the cycling mitigation measures associated with planning applications. 

PD4 Highways 

Maintaining a functioning highway network is the foundation to an integrated transport system. All transport 
modes in some way interact with the highway network. Providing a safe and reliable highway network is 
fundamental to the delivery of the LTP objectives. 

In general terms, Gloucestershire benefits from a relatively well connected and efficient highway network.  
There is a culture of high car dependency and usage in the county. If unmitigated, this attribute combined with 
significant planned growth in the county will place increasing pressure on transport networks across the county 
and on strategic links. This will result in poor journey times and network saturation will have a detrimental impact 
on local business activity in the county and undermine its capacity to secure growth. 

To aid the prioritisation of highway investments, the role of individual highway links (roads) has been considered 
at a strategic level. Gloucestershire’s Link and Place Spectrum builds on the approach outlined in the Manual for 
Streets. Where identified, each link has been designated a role in terms of its function in connecting different 
places. This designation has not been assigned simply in relation to the type of road but how the road is used and 
how the road feels when it is being used. Figure 5 and Figure 6 illustrate how this approach has been applied in 
Gloucestershire. 

Figure 5 Gloucestershire’s Link and Place Spectrum   
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The designations have no impact in terms of highways maintenance or the consideration of future development. 
The designation is to inform local investment priorities and help local communities think about the role of the 
highway where they live. This could be a consideration when producing Neighbourhood Development Plans. 

Managing traffic to use certain roads helps conserve the local environment. For some communities, their 
existence stems from the access provided by the road. The function of the road (link) may not have changed over 
time and it may continue to remain as critical now as it did in the past. Where this is the case, this role must be 
maintained. 

Figure 6 Gloucestershire’s Link and Place Spectrum – Defining Characteristics 

Link Type Highway 
Characteristic 

Journey 
time 
reliability 

Road 
environment 

Typical 
highway 
speed 

Bus network Streetscape Ambience 
and Place 

Example 

National 
Link 

Strategic Road 
Network 
Managed by 
Highways 
England 
High vehicle 
flows 
 
Designated 
freight route 

Critical for 
national 
economy 

Motorway 
 
Dual 
Carriageway 
 
Small section 
bisects local 
communities 

70-30 Limited bus 
access 

Mainly no 
community 
interaction 
 
Where this 
exists results in 
linear 
community 
severance 

Function is for 
traffic only 

M5, M50, 
A417, A46, 
A40 

Primary Link Strategic route 
within the 
county 
 
High vehicle 
flows 
 
Designated 
freight route 
 

Critical for 
local 
economy 

A roads 
 
Dual 
carriageway 
 
Single 
carriageway 
 
 
 

70-30 Strategic bus 
service 
 
High 
frequency 
services 
linking key 
destinations 
(places) 

Mixed 
 
Rural routes 
with minimal 
community 
interaction 
 
Urban through 
routes 

Mixed 
 
Function is for 
all highway 
users vehicles 
dominate 

A38, A48, 
A4136, 
A419, 
A4019, 
A429, A40 

District Link Distributor link 
 
Rural road 
 
Some freight 
traffic 

Critical for 
local access 
– reliability 
good 

A or B road 
 
Single 
carriageway 

60-30 Strategic and 
non-strategic 
services 

Rural routes 
where 
communities 
are bisected 
this results in 
linear 
severance  

Mixed 
 
Function is for 
all highway 
users vehicles 
dominate 

A46, A417, 
B4633, 
B4077, 
B4088, 
B4231, 
B4234 
 

Suburban 
Link 

Residential or 
commercial 
areas 
 
High level of 
use 
 
Very busy in 
peak times 
 

Moderate 
delays to be 
expected  

Dual 
carriageway 
 
Single 
carriageway 
 

40-20 Destinations 
for many 
services 

Highway part 
of built form – 
significant 
interactions 
between 
highways users 
and place 
usually journey 
end points 

Busy with 
increased 
pedestrian 
and cyclist 
interactions 

Town or 
village 
centres 

Local Link Residential  
 
Rural ink 

Access only Single 
carriageway 
 
Cul-de-sacs 

60-20 Limited to 
non-strategic 
local services 

Highly built up 
or rural 
 
No severance 
caused by 
highway 

Low vehicle 
numbers  
 
Agricultural 
vehicles 
 
Horse riders 
 
High 
pedestrian or 
cycle use 

Housing 
estates or 
quiet rural 
routes 

 

Where only national or primary links appear along a desire line, these routes are only really accessible to 
experienced cyclists (with the exception of the motorway network). Less experienced cyclists would be 
encouraged the use of more cycle friendly alternative routes (where they exist). These may be longer in distance 
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and deviate from desire lines, but would be safer and provide for an enhanced cycle experience. Ideally, where 
viable, segregated facilities would be the aim alongside national and primary links. 

Everyone has different preferences when it comes to transportation, but there’s one mode that all road users 
share — everyone is a pedestrian. Walking is a free and healthy mode of transport that is integral to all 
journeys and is a viable alternative to car journeys for many short trips although it is recognised that it will 
not meet the needs of all travelers or journeys. 

Most journeys are local, typically less than five miles in length. Given this, most of our everyday journeys 
could be walked or cycled. But busy roads and poorly maintained roads and footpath environments create 
barriers, increase the risk of injury and increase the number of vehicle trips on the highway network. 

The condition of pavements was a key concern during the LTP consultation process. Topography, directness of 
route, route continuity, and the existence or not of street lighting and natural surveillance are other factors that 
can have a significant influence on pedestrian movements. Good street design and well managed footpath 
maintenance are vital to the safe interaction of pedestrians and other road users and can diminish concerns 
over actual or perceived safety which discourages walking and can lead to social exclusion, particularly with 
the elderly. 

Traditionally pedestrians’ needs are often considered last. The Living Streets concepts and Shared Zone 
schemes support pedestrian movements but they can be expensive to create as existing roads need to be 
converted, costly to maintain and may push traffic to adjacent roads. There is also a need to closely consider 
the needs of all vulnerable road users, especially blind or deaf people, who may sometimes find traditional 
street layouts easier to navigate. 

An important outcome of the LTP is to provide individuals with the confidence to consider all travel choices. This 
will be achieved on a scheme by scheme basis where a statement of background information on current or 
potential Walking Cycling and Horse Riders (WCHAR) should  be completed on issues relevant to the scheme. 
The WCHAR Context Report should ensure that appropriate decisions on scheme design that may affect 
WCHARs are considered. 

LTP PD 4.8 – Pedestrians 

GCC will work with all transport providers to provide a safe, reliable and efficient highway network 
that encourages pedestrian movements and provides vital walking connections between 
communities, employment and services. 

The implementation of this policy will result in a safe and well-connected pedestrian network that leads to a 
more physically active population and lower levels of pedestrian related road accidents. 

3.4.2 Active Gloucestershire 

Active Gloucestershire is a charity whose vision is that “everyone in Gloucestershire is active every day”.  They are 
a key stakeholder in the promotion of walking and cycling and unite organisations and people around there vision 
to enable it to become a reality.  

Physical inactivity now kills as many people as smoking in the UK, and costs the economy £7.4bn a year. Two‐
thirds of people in Gloucestershire are inactive. Yet being physically active offers individuals and society a raft of 
benefits that extend beyond physical and mental health to relationships, success at school and work, social 
integration, and reduced crime.  

They manage a number of important campaigns and promotions including: 

 A “Whole System” Gloucestershire Moves is a “whole system approach” to raise physical activity levels 
across the county and get everyone in Gloucestershire moving. It’s holistic, addressing all aspects of daily 
life: travel, education, work, home and leisure. Sport, fitness, health, education, business, communities, 
tourism, housing and planning will all collaborate to create an active environment which allows everyone 
to integrate physical activity into their day. 
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 Glos Girls Can - This Girl Can is a celebration “of the active women who are doing their thing no matter how 
they do it, how they look or even how sweaty they get”. It’s a national campaign developed by Sport England 
to inspire more women and girls to “wiggle, jiggle, move and prove that judgement is a barrier that can be 
overcome”.  Glos Girls Can aims to tackle the rising gender gap between the number of men and women 
playing sport and increase Gloucestershire’s falling statistic of active females.  

 One You aims to encourage adults, particularly those in middle age, to take control of their health to enjoy 
significant benefits now, and in later life. It also provides information on how you can reduce stress levels 
and sleep better.  Reduced health in later life is not inevitable. Older people can live as well as young people 
by making relatively small changes to their habits and lifestyles. 

3.4.3 GFirst LEP (Local Enterprise Partnership) 

GFirst LEP is another key stakeholder, through their Strategic Economic Plan GFirst has secured over £100 million 
of Growth deal funding into the county since 2014. 

Growth Deals are government schemes that provide funds to LEPs for projects that benefit the local area and 
economy. In transport terms the LEP has supported several infrastructure projects including planned 
improvements to Cheltenham rail station forecourt, which will address walk and cycle access as well as public 
transport and parking. 

 Other Studies 

3.5.1 Walking and Cycling Network Report (GCC, May 2018) 

This report provides background for this study and explains the rationale for an initial focus on the Central Severn 
Vale area. There is a summary of existing cycle use in the county, largely based on 15 automatic cycle counters 
and journey to work data from 2011.  Sites with the largest increases are all on traffic free cycle routes, separated 
or segregated from road traffic. Cycling has increased by 62% since 2010 along the Honeybourne Line in 
Cheltenham and by 29% along Metz Way in Gloucester.  There was a sharp peak in cycling growth in 2014 which 
may be accounted for by the Thinktravel residential travel planning project in Cheltenham. The report 
summarises the status and quality of existing cycling networks, and planned transport schemes, including cycling 
schemes. 

In addition to planned cycling investment along the county cycleway (see Figure 25, Gloucestershire Countywide 
Cycleway), the transport schemes of greatest relevance to this study include: 

 Pedestrian, cycling and public realm improvements at the central Gloucester Transport Hub and railway 
station. 

 The 45 hectare Cyber Business Park next to GCHQ in Cheltenham including improved walking and cycling 
access. 

 Town Centre improvements in Cheltenham linked to the trial removal of traffic at Boots Corner. 

 A proposed pedestrian and cyclist link from Cheltenham Spa rail station to Lansdown Road. 

 Signing of the ‘Pitville to the Park’ Student Cycle Route in Cheltenham.  

3.5.2 Barriers to Cycling Summary Report (Atkins, Nov 2014) 

This study was commissioned by the county council in 2014 to inform future improvements to the primary and 
secondary cycle route network. It lists the general barriers to cycling recognised within the Get Britain Cycling 
Report in 2013 and describes locations of the main traffic and safety barriers to cycling in Cheltenham and 
Gloucester. 

In Gloucester the report notes the following locations, relevant to the proposed cycleway: 

 The need for a clearly signed cycle route through the central pedestrian area. 

 Illegal parking on cycle lanes and general difficult traffic conditions near the city centre. 

 More clarity in crossing arrangements at Quay Street, near Kimbrose Island. 
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In Cheltenham, the report notes the following locations: 

 The need for safe two way cycling arrangements along Winchcombe Street and Rodney Road. 

 Tackling the difficult junction at Promenade/St Georges Road.  

 Various improvements from Queens Circus to A40 West including: extending the existing cycle path to Arle 
Court, allowing two-way cycling on Montpellier Street, the lack of priority side road crossings and safety 
concerns at driveway entrances along the segregated cycle track. 

3.5.3 South West Cheltenham Transport Study (WYG, July 2018) 

The study identifies priorities for scheme implementation using available S106 funding.  The report includes 
several proposals relevant to this study including a link between the station and Shelburne Road/A40 (costing 
c£300K), longer term proposals for a ramp from the Honeybourne Line to the A40 (c£1M), a new section of cycle 
way adjacent to GCHQ (c£600K), improved crossings at the Benhall roundabout, a toucan crossing across the A40 
just west of the Benhall roundabout, and safety and amenity upgrades to the existing cycleway beside Lansdown 
Road (c£400K).  

3.5.4 A40 (B4063) Cycling Improvements Proposals (Highways England, June 2018) 

An unpublished PowerPoint presentation summarises Highways England’s initial proposal for a cycle route 
between GCHQ, Cheltenham, and Gloucester City Centre using the B4063 and London Road in Gloucester.  A 
number of measures are proposed including 20mph zones, wider cycle lanes, improved segregated facilities and 
upgraded crossings.  The designs are not developed in any detail.  

3.5.5 National Cycle Network Review (Sustrans, July 2018) 

This report offers high level data on the status and safety of NCN signed routes in the county. NCN41 runs from 
Berkeley to Tewkesbury via Gloucester and Cheltenham and follows traffic free routes and quiet roads wherever 
possible.  The report notes problems of busy traffic in Gloucester, indirect routings between Gloucester and 
Cheltenham, sections of route with moderate or busy traffic, and the incomplete route with variable path widths 
beside the A40 in Cheltenham.  The review advises that re-signing of NCN41 may be required following Highways 
England investment along the A40 corridor and refers to the link to Cheltenham rail station planned for 2019. 

 Planned Schemes 

3.6.1 Gloucester 

The Gloucester Central Transport Hub project has been approved for £6.4m of Growth Deal funding by the Local 
Enterprise Partnership. The scheme consists of the replacement of the existing Gloucester bus station with a new 
high quality facility. The scheme will include improvements to pedestrian, cyclist, taxi and public transport 
infrastructure to help facilitate the regeneration of the King’s Quarter area of Gloucester city centre.  

Work commenced in May 2017 on the highway improvements necessary to improve access  to the new bus 
station and ensure transport links were provided for all users.  Work has been completed at Station Road to open 
up the junction with Bruton Way and work is currently underway on Bruton Way and Market Parade adjacent to 
the new bus station.  The scheme was completion during 2018. 

Gloucester Railway Station.  Gloucester City Council has received £4.8m to improve Gloucester Railway Station. 
Through physical improvements, the scheme would create an urban environment that will underpin the new 
transport hub and existing railway station as the strategic and sustainable gateways into the city. Work is 
scheduled to begin in 2018 and would take 6 months to complete and would enable a number of housing sites 
delivering over 500 new homes, link nearly 9,000 jobs at the Gloucestershire Royal Hospital with Gloucester city 
and contribute towards the unlocking of nearly £80M of investment and 300 new jobs at Kings Quarter.  

 The scheme proposes to deliver significant investment and connectivity improvements through enhancements of 
the subway and public spaces in front of the station and to the rear.  It would also improve circulation space in 
front of the station for both pedestrians and vehicles and increase connectivity between Great Western Road, 
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across the railway line and on into the new transport hub and Kings Quarter.  The infrastructure plans will feed 
into these improvements.   

The £1.6m Metz Way to Abbeymead Avenue Improvement scheme has been approved for funding by the Local 
Enterprise Partnership (LEP). The scheme aims to reduce congestion and traffic queuing by improving journey 
time reliability, improving the route for cyclists and pedestrians and reducing severance issues presented by the 
corridor for local populations. The improvements also seek to help facilitate the Coopers Edge Development of 
1400 dwellings currently under construction at the south-eastern edge of Gloucester. 

St Barnabas Roundabout- The scheme has a provisional allocation of £1m Local Growth Deal funding. A potential 
scheme has been identified to consider vulnerable road users and Gloucestershire Highways are in the process of 
developing the scheme further. Subject to the presentation of a successful business case, the LEP Board will make 
a final decision on funding in early 2019. 

3.6.2 Cheltenham 

Cheltenham’s Cyber Business Park has provisionally been allocated £22 million from the Local Growth Fund.  This 
funding is to enable the delivery of a unique opportunity to create a cyber business park on 45ha of land next to 
the Government Communications Head Quarters (GCHQ), delivering a highly accessible ‘honeypot’ for the cyber 
security and high-tech supply chain to locate alongside the national cyber innovation centre. Cheltenham is a 
national centre of expertise in cyber security, the home of GCHQ, and hosts an established financial services 
sector which places cyber security as a very high priority.  The funding allocated will be used to remove any 
transport barriers that may existing and may include provision for improved walking and cycling access. 

The key objectives of the Cheltenham Transport Plan are to transform the town centre environment by providing 
improvements for pedestrians, cyclists and people using public transport. Schemes also aim to make it easier for 
drivers to access car parks. The cornerstone infrastructure change to facilitate the project is the removal of 
general traffic through a section of the town centre road network known locally as Boots Corner, and to re-
connect the severed high street.  

Two-way traffic was reinstated on Albion Street and Imperial Square between 2015 and 2017. This enables the 
closure of Boots Corner and provides improved access to the Regent Arcade from the west of Cheltenham. 
Removal of the existing pelican crossing and adjustments to the kerb lines to narrow the carriageway of Royal 
Well Road are now underway, and Boot’s Corner will experience a trial closure in June 2018. 

Work has now started on extending the Cheltenham Spa railway station’s platforms in preparation for new Inter 
City Express Trains, which will run direct hourly services to London from December 2018.  Plans are in hand for a 
single car park deck over the existing car park between the station forecourt and the existing gym.  This will 
provide around 100 extra parking spaces at the station.  Part of the existing bund of earth in the car park would 
be removed to ensure an efficient layout, with some additional planting to maintain screening by trees. The 
Forecourt area will be partially pedestrianized with a safe, accessible, walking route to Queens Road and the 
station building.  Cycle parking will be provided close to the building for convenience, and a bus interchange with 
a raised kerb will improve access and create space for buses to manoeuvre safely.  A new taxi rank and drop off 
facility will also be provided.  The car park and forecourt proposals, due to commence in early 2018, are part of a 
larger plan of improvements around the station which include: 

 A new pedestrian and cycle link between the station forecourt and Lansdown Road, with better access to 
the station and Arle Court Park & Ride 

 Network Rail are adding passenger lifts to the platforms as part of their Access for All programme with 
funding from the Department for Transport 

The scheme has now received LEP Board approval for £1.497m Local Growth Deal funding. Infrastructure plans 
will feed into these improvements. 

3.6.3 Specific Cycle schemes – completed and programmed 

Recently completed cycle schemes: 
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 Barriers to Cycling, Gloucester – Cycle Improvements along Eastern Avenue in Gloucester completed this 
month, however substantively completed in October 2017 without the coloured surfacing 

 Barriers to Cycling, Cheltenham – Contraflow on street cycle lane on Sandford Mill Road completed October 
2017 

 Bristol Road, Gloucester Cycle Scheme – Completed December 2017, on street cycle improvements 

 Kingsditch Lane, Cheltenham Cycle Improvements – Conversion of shared use footway/cycleway on 
Kingsditch lane 

 Pedestrian Cycle Linkages Cold Pool Lane to Morrisons – Construction of shared use footway/cycleway on 
Up Hatherley Way, currently midway through construction phase due to be completed by the end of May 
at the very latest  

Cycle schemes to be programmed for 2018/19: 

 Bishops Cleeve Cycle Stands – New cycle stands in Bishops Cleeve - planned for Summer 2018 

 Gloucester Canal Towpath – Upgrade of the canal towpath between High Orchard, Gloucester and The Pilot 
Inn, Hardwicke, works estimated to start in June/July 2018 

 Bishops Cleeve to Cheltenham Cycle Improvements – Provision of new shared use footway on the A435, 
design and landowner negotiations underway 

 Pitville to The Park, Cheltenham Student Cycle Route – Cycle signing improvements on carriageway, design 
underway 

 B4063 Cycle Improvement Scheme – Highways England Scheme on Cheltenham Road East awaiting update  

Proposed upgrade to the canal towpath between Gloucestershire College and The Pilot Inn, Hardwicke.  The total 
cost of £1.8 million, which includes up to £600k of S106 contributions, £600k ESIF bid and £200k GET bid.  Work 
has commenced on this project and will continue throughout 2019, with works being undertaken by the Canal & 
River Trust. 

4 TRANSPORT NETWORK 

 Overview 

This section provides an overview of the existing transport network in Cheltenham and Gloucester and forms part 
of Stage 2 Gathering Information of the LCWIP process. 

 Walking and Cycling Networks 

Figure 11 illustrates the cycle network in Gloucester in terms of ease of use. Figure 12 shows the walking network 
hierarchy and identifies the core walking zone3 surrounding Gloucester Railway station. 

Figure 13 illustrates the cycle network in Cheltenham in terms of ease of use. Figure 14 illustrates the walking 
network hierarchy and identifies the core walking zone in relation to the rail station. 

Other cycle maps developed as part of Gloucestershire’s Local Sustainable Transport Fund delivery programme 
can be accessed at www.thinktravel.info    

 

                                                           

3 Core walking zones consist of a number of trip generators located close together such as the rail station and hospital in 
Gloucester, or the rail station and retail outlets in Cheltenham. The radius of 2km from the core walking zone is the distance 
most people would be prepared to walk to or from the amenities.  

http://www.thinktravel.info/
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Figure 11 Gloucester cycle network in terms of ease of use 
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Figure 12 Gloucester walking network hierarchy 
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Figure 13 Cheltenham cycle network in terms of ease of use 
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Figure 14 Cheltenham walking network hierarchy  
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5 CYCLING TRAVEL PATTERNS 

 Overview 

This section outlines the existing and potential future cycle use in the CSV derived from Census 2011 
data through the Propensity to Cycle Tool. It provides an assessment of the key trip generators for 
cyclists. This section forms part of Stage 2 Gathering Information of LCWIP. 

 Existing Cycle Use 

The 2011 Census journey to work data provides an indication of cycling levels for commuting in the 
CSV. The data shows that a greater percentage of people cycle to work in Gloucestershire compared 
to the national average of 2.8% in England, as illustrated in Figure 7.  The share of cycle trips is 
particularly high in the Central Severn Vale where more cycle infrastructure is available. 

Figure 7 Cycle to work mode share across Gloucestershire. Source: Census 2011. 

 

Figure 8 shows the percentage travelling to work by bike for each of the Middle Super Output Areas 
(MSOAs) in Cheltenham and Gloucester. The data shows that cycling is more popular within 
Gloucester and Cheltenham compared to the rest of the CSV. 5.3% of Gloucester residents and 7.2% 
of Cheltenham residents cycle to work compared with a national average of 2.8%.  

National Average 
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Figure 8 Percentage cycling to work. Source: Census 2011 via Propensity to Cycle Tool. 

 

Figure 9 shows an estimate of how the cycling commuting trips are distributed across the existing 
network in the CSV. This has been obtained from the Propensity to Cycle tool which uses Census 
2011 journey to work data. 

The figure shows that the largest existing cycle link flows in Cheltenham and Gloucester are typically 
between 100 and 250 weekday flows with greater links flows recorded around major employment 
sites. It shows that much of the cycling demand is focussed on routes accessing the centre of 
Cheltenham and Gloucester and routes between the two areas. 
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Figure 9 Estimated commuting cycle use. Source: Census 2011 via Propensity to Cycle Tool. 

 

 
GCC have 15 automatic cycle counters recording the cycle trips for a 24-hour 7-day average daily 
flow, based on all months of the year.  The sites are located across the county and are legacy 
installations linked to monitoring specific issues.  They provide the most cost-effective way for GCC 
to monitoring cycle use.  It should be noted that in 2017/18 12 new monitoring sites were installed 
within the CSV area.  These sites identify existing cycling demand and will provide the basis of 
monitoring the impacts of the CSV LCWIP schemes 

Figure 10 illustrates the average daily flows recorded at the sites and Figure 11 illustrates the change 
since 2010.  Those sites with the largest increase each share some key themes including they are all 
segregated facilities and each site has over 200 cyclists using the route.  Those sites will the largest 
decrease also share some key themes including the low number of daily cyclists using the route and 
the number of complaints received regarding the condition of the cycle way.   
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Figure 10 Daily flows at automatic cycle counters. 

 

The following sites had the with largest increase: 

 Cannop (136%) - leisure use linked to cycle centre in Forest of Dean 

 Honeybourne Line 62%) – possible link to LSTF in Cheltenham 

 Sandford Park (30%) – possible linked to LSTF in Cheltenham 

 Metz Way West (29%) - linked to new infrastructure in Gloucester 

 

The following sites had the largest decrease: 

 St Catherine Street (-34%) – possible linked to new street layouts 

 Nailsworth Cycle Track (-23%) – possible link to standard of route in Stroud District 

 Ebley Bypass (-23%) – possible link to standard of route in Stroud District 
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Figure 11 Change average daily flows from monitored cycle sites since 2010 

 

Figure 12 records the overall trend data from these sites.  Across the monitored sites there is a 
general upward trend in cycling, with a sharp peak in 2014. Counters in Cheltenham and Tewkesbury 
were particularly high during this period which may suggest that the cycling promotion of 
Thinktravel residential travel planning project, delivered in 2013, resulted in increased cycling. 
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Figure 12 Cycle usage at cycle counters since 2010. 

 

 Future Cycle Use 

Figure 13 highlights the potential increase in cycle flows for the ‘Go Dutch’ scenario provided in the 
Propensity to Cycle Tool. This shows an increase in cycle flows to typically between 500 and 999 
within the area and typically over 1000 on strategic routes between the main urban areas. This 
output indicates the potential for between 1,000 and 1,999 daily cycle trips between these centres. 

Figure 13 Potential cycle flows in the 'Go Dutch' scenario. Source: Propensity to Cycle Tool. 
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Figure 14 and Figure 15 show the forecast top 50 cycling trips in Cheltenham and Gloucester in the 
‘Go Dutch’ scenario. The purple lines represent most direct routes, usually along roads, and the 
green lines show routes taken along quiet routes where these are available. 

The model is based on a future ‘Go Dutch’ scenario in which the local population has similar rates of 
cycling to work as the Netherlands, but which takes account of existing cycling trips, local journey 
distances and topography. The projected trips are based on journey to work data recorded in the 
2011 census, and do not include education, recreation and other non-commuting trips. In addition, 
the model outputs do not take account of new developments since 2011 or potential trips from 
planned growth sites.   

Figure 14 Top 50 most cycled routes in Gloucester in the ‘Go Dutch’ scenario. Source: Propensity to 
Cycle Tool. 

  

In Gloucester, Figure 14 shows there are important links catering for the cycling demand towards 
Cheltenham, towards Barton along Metz Way, towards Brockworth along Barnwood Road, and 
towards Quedgeley via Bristol Road and the Sharpness Canal. It is worth noting that the maps do not 
include future journeys towards the new growth areas to the North and South of Gloucester and 
student trips towards the Oxstalls Campus along Cheltenham Road.  These will most likely increase 
the importance of the planned cycleway. 
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Figure 15 Top 50 most cycled routes in Cheltenham in the ‘Go Dutch’ scenario. Source: Propensity to 
Cycle Tool. 

 

The main projected cycle flows in Cheltenham are more evenly distributed across the town but there 
is a clear spine across the town centre running from north east from the direction of Prestbury 
toward the south west via Lansdown Road and Hatherley Road.  There is a significant parallel route 
along the Honeybourne Line with other important connections from Charlton Kings via Sandford 
Park and from the west of Cheltenham along St Georges Road and Tewkesbury Road.  The latter 
routes and Lansdown Road will be become increasingly important commuter routes serving the 
planned Cyber Park near GCHQ and new housing and employment land west of Princess Elizabeth 
Way near Kingsditch and Springbank.  Additional student journeys between Pittville, the town centre 
and the university’s Park Campus will also need to be considered.  

 Trip Generators 

The DfT guidance states that identifying demand for a planned network should start by mapping the 
main origin and destination points across the geographical area to be covered by the LCWIP. 

The guidance recommends that only the most significant trip generators for large geographical 
areas, such as the CSV. The following key destinations have been considered: 

 Retail centres; 

 Hospitals; 

 Educational campuses; 

 Major employment sites (current and future); and  

 Rail stations. 
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Figure 16 shows the origins and destinations which have been identified within the CSV. Figure 17 
and Figure 18 show the trip generators in Gloucester and Cheltenham, respectively. The origins of 
trips are shown as the population weighted centroid of each MSOA. 
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Figure 16 Key origins and destinations identified within CSV. 
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Figure 17 Key origins and destinations identified within Gloucester. 
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Figure 18 Key origins and destinations identified within Cheltenham. 
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6  NETWORK PLANNING FOR CYCLING 

 Overview 

This section describes the methodology adopted for the initial steps of Network Planning for Cycling 
for the Central Severn Vale (CSV) LCWIP. The objective of this element is to identify the preferred 
routes for future development of the cycle network. 

 Desire Lines 

The LCWIP guidance recommends that once the key trip generators have been mapped, desire lines 
should be plotted between them to identify the principal to be provided by the cycle network. 
Desire lines are defined as indicative lines between origin and destination points and do not need to 
link to existing roads or cycle routes for this stage of LCWIP. 

A methodical approach was taken to identify desire lines between origins and destinations shown in 
Section 5.4. This followed a five-step process as described in Appendix A and made use of ArcMap, 
the Geographical Information Systems software, to analyse data.  

Figure 19Figure 19 shows the desire lines identified within the CSV using this process – desire lines 
were limited to less than 5km apart. The map indicates the complexity of the network which results 
from connecting each origin to a range of destinations. It shows there is a concentration of desire 
lines to the centre of Gloucester and Cheltenham. 
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Figure 19 Desire lines connecting origins to destinations in the CSV. 

 
 

‘Trend lines’ were identified where there is a significant concentration of desire lines to/from nearby 
places including future developments sites. These trend lines are shown in Figure 20 for the CSV, 
Figure 21 for Gloucester and Figure 22 for Cheltenham. 
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Figure 20 Plan showing trend lines, rationalising the desire line network. 

 

The corridors which are forecast to have the highest cycle flows (those over 100 trips) in the 
Government Target scenario have been identified using the Propensity to Cycle Tool. These are 
shown on in red, along with the trend lines as shown in Figure 21 and Figure 22. 

The scenario represents the Government’s target of increasing the number of annual cycle stages 
from 0.8 billion in 2013 to 1.6 billion in 20254. The increase in trips forecast in PCT is not uniform as 
the PCT accounting for existing cycle activity, length of trip and gradient. As PCT is derived from 
commuting trip data only it does not take into account additional trips generated by proposed future 
development sites. Despite this, it is considered an important dataset that can assist authorities in 
understanding cycle demand.  

 

                                                           

4 Cycling and Walking Investment Strategy (DfT, 2017) 
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Figure 21 Trend lines and forecast highest cycle flows in Gloucester. Source: Propensity to Cycle 
Tool. 

 

In Gloucester, the trend lines show a concentration of desire lines to: 

 The centre of Gloucester which includes the retail core, Gloucestershire Royal Hospital, 
Gloucester Railway Station and Bus Station; and 

 Gloucester Quays which is a major employment site and Gloucestershire College. 

Consistently, the highest forecast cycle flows in Gloucester are to the MSOAs containing the retail 
core, the railway station, the hospital, Gloucester Quays and Gloucestershire College. 

Gloucestershire College 
and Gloucester Quays 
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Figure 22 Trend lines and forecast highest cycle flows in Cheltenham. Source: Propensity to Cycle 
Tool. 

 

In Cheltenham, Figure 22 shows a concentration of trend lines to: 

 Retail core of Cheltenham; 

 Cheltenham Railway Station; 

 Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ), a major employer in Cheltenham. 

Consistently, the highest forecast cycle flows are concentrated on the MSOA in the centre of 
Cheltenham and the MSOAs containing the railway station and GCHQ. The figure shows the blue 
lines and orange lines centred on slightly different locations within the centre of Cheltenham due to 
the different drawing processes. The blue lines are drawn to a clustered centre and the orange lines 
have been drawn to the centroid of the MSOAs. 

  

GCHQ 

Cheltenham 
Retail Core 

Centroid of MSOA 
containing retail 

core 

Centroid of 
MSOA containing 

railway station 
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 Routes for future development 

The LCWIP guidance acknowledges that it will take time to develop a dense cycling network to fully 
cater for journeys to a diverse set of destinations. An overriding factor in the methodology was to 
ensure that a manageable number of corridors were identified to audit in this first iteration of the 
LCWIP. This stage of the LCWIP development has concentrated on the primary corridors, connecting 
origins to the more strategic destinations. The LCWIP will be developed over time, through further 
work and analysis, to provide a more comprehensive network plan. 

Figure 23 and Figure 24 shows the cycle routes in Gloucester and Cheltenham, respectively, which 
has been selected to for the focus of this iteration of the LCWIP.  

The reasoning for the exact routing of the routes is provided in Section Route selection6.5 of this 
report. The main feeder routes shown in Figure 23 and Figure 24 have been generated by 
suggestions from stakeholders workshops discussed in Section 6.4 and the outputs from the cycling 
propensity tool. 

The selected cycle route in Gloucester has been selected as it will provide connections to the 
destinations shown in Figure 23. In particular it will provide connections to the following 
destinations which were identified as key destinations in Section 6.2: 

 Gloucestershire Royal Hospital (F) 

 Gloucester Railway Station and Bus Station (H) 

 City centre (retail core) (I) 

 Gloucestershire College and Gloucester Quays (J) 

Figure 23 Cycle route in Gloucester selected for future development. 
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Figure 24 Cycle route in Cheltenham selected for future development. 

 

The cycle route in Cheltenham has been selected as it will provide connections to the destinations 
shown in Figure 24 . It will provide connections to the following destinations which were identified as 
key destinations in Section 6.2: 

 Retail Core of Cheltenham (E) 

 Cheltenham Railway Station (G) 

 GCHQ (J) 

These routes have also been selected because they contribute to GCC’s aim to complete the 
Countywide Cycleway shown in Figure 25. It will link the economic centres of the county including 
the Growth zone and linking business park provided over 40,000 existing jobs.  

The countywide cycle route can be separated into five sections as it traverses through the CSV area: 

1. Bishops Cleeve to Cheltenham 

2. Cheltenham urban area 

3. Cheltenham to Gloucester 

4. Gloucester urban area 

5. Gloucester to Sharpness Canal  

The routes will comprise the sections of the Countywide Cycleway through the urban areas of 
Cheltenham and Gloucester. The countywide cycleway will be a combination of quiet ways and 
dedicated cycle facilities and not like London’s cycle super highways but something on a human scale 
which is accessible to cyclists of all abilities. 
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Figure 25 Gloucestershire Countywide Cycleway. 

 

The Bishops Cleeve to Cheltenham cycle scheme has been a long-term aspiration for the County 
Council. 

The Cheltenham to Gloucester section is a Highways England scheme of £3.8m cycle improvements 
on the B4063 Cheltenham Road East between Gloucester and Cheltenham.  Highways England is 
leading on the design and consultation for this scheme throughout 2018/19. Construction is likely to 
take place in 2019/20 and should be complete by March 2020. 

On the Cheltenham route, the following cycle facilities already exist between the Albert Road/New 
Barn Lane roundabout and the A40 Arle Court roundabout: 

 Traffic calming along part of Albert Road. 

 Advisory 1.0m cycle lanes along Winchcombe Street (part). 

 Contraflow cycle lane along Winchcombe Street (part). 

 Authorised cycle access through the central High Street and Promenade pedestrianised areas. 

 Two-way segregated cycle track (approx. 3km long) beside Lansdown Road and Gloucester 
Road to Princess Elizabeth Way. The path varies in width between 2.0m and 3.0m and is 
unsegregated in places. 

 Two way segregated shared use path beside Gloucester Road to (and under) Arle Court 
Roundabout. 

 Toucan crossings at some locations along the route. 

On the Gloucestershire route, the following cycle facilities already exist between the A40 Elmbridge 
Roundabout and the Sharpness Canal in Gloucester: 

 Segregated shared use cycle track under the A40 and for 100 metres along Cheltenham Road. 

 Advisory 1.0m cycle lanes along Cheltenham Road. 

 Toucan crossings at Cheltenham Road/London Road junction. 
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 Partial advisory cycle lanes along London Road. 

 Limited hours cycle access through Gloucester City Centre. 

 Signed NCN 41 route along quiet roads around the pedestrian core. 

 Shared space area at Kimbrose Triangle. 

 Advisory 1.0m cycle lanes along Southgate Street. 

 Initial Stakeholder Workshop 

Two cycle network planning workshops were held in Cheltenham and Gloucester in May 2018.  Each 
event was attended by approximately 10-15 participants representing Sustrans, Cycling UK, local 
cycling and walking groups, Gloucestershire NHS, parish councils, district councils, and county 
council.  Each workshop explored the following issues: 

 Main physical barriers to cycling; 

 Key destinations and facilities which might attract new cyclists; 

 Optimum alignment of the county cycleway route, including different route options; 

 Principal feeder routes and links with the wider cycle network; and 

 Introduction to some of the route improvements which might be considered. 

The routes shown in Figure 23 and Figure 24 reflect the suggestions made by participants.  In 
Cheltenham, this included the option of using Albert Road in place of Evesham Road, a braided route 
through Pitville Gates and Prestbury Road roundabout, and a braided route in the town centre using 
Promenade and Rodney Road. In Gloucester, participants supported alternative routes in the city 
centre through the pedestrian core and the signed Sustrans route via the Cathedral precinct, and 
suggested using Kenilworth Road to avoid the Estcourt Road Roundabout. 

 Route selection 

Following consultation with stakeholders and site visits, a number of different route alignments 
were explored through Cheltenham and Gloucester.  The main options are included in Table 1.  The 
assessment of alignment options is based on: 

 Criteria from the LCWIP Route Selection Tool (directness and connectivity), 

 Stakeholder feedback and deliverability; and 

 Consideration of traffic levels and junctions to reflect perceptions of safety. 

It is assumed gradient and comfort are similar for each route option. 
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Table 1 Assessment of route alignments options through Cheltenham and Gloucester. 

 

A short commentary on the recommendations is included below. 

6.5.1 Gloucester 

Cheltenham Road is an important bus corridor and represents a natural desire line for cyclists. 
Elmbridge Road and Merivale Road provides a quiet residential street alternative to Cheltenham 
Road. However, this route does not follow the natural desire line towards the city centre and 
presents an additional 300m detour. There is no obvious alternative to using the eastern section of 
Cheltenham Road without adding further significant distance to cyclists’ journeys.  The 
recommended option is to reduce traffic speeds and improve the visibility of cyclists and pedestrians 
along Cheltenham Road as part of a multi-user corridor design.  This will help with integration 
between modes (improved bus stops, pedestrian crossings, cycle parking etc).  The Elmbridge Road 
and Kenilworth Road route could be promoted in the short term whilst a multi user design is 
promoted. Cheltenham Road is the preferred option. 

Resolving safety issues for cyclists and pedestrians at the Estcourt Road roundabout will be 
challenging, particularly as traffic volumes increase with planned growth north of Gloucester. 
Kenilworth Road and the crossing of Estcourt Road provides an alternative, maintaining access to the 
Oxstalls Campus and Cheltenham Road via Grafton Road. Kenilworth Road and an improved crossing 
of Estcourt Road is the recommended option. 

Cycling is permitted along Southgate and Northgate between 5pm and 10am and an alternative 
route signed as NCN41 is available via the Cathedral precinct.  The route through the pedestrian core 
is most direct and serves the heart of the city. However pedestrian volumes are high and may create 
conflict with impatient cyclists during busy daytime periods.  Both route options should be 
considered. 

Route Directness and 

Connectivity

Low vehicle  

traffic

Avoids busy 

junctions

Deliverability User 

preference

Recommendation

Cheltenham

Evesham Road P P P P Albert Road

Albert Road PP PP P PP PP Albert Road

Prestbury Road PP P P P P Plan for both

Pitville Walk P PP PP P P Plan for both

Promenade PP P PP Plan for both

Rodney Road P PP P Plan for both

Montpelier Street P PP P P PP Montpelier Stret

Queens Circus PP P P Montpelier Street

Gloucester

Cheltenham Road PP P P PP Cheltenham Road

Elmbridge Road and 

Merrivale Road

P P PP Cheltenham Road

Estcourt Road Rbt PP Kenilworth Road

Kenilworth Road 

signal crossing P PP P PP Kenilworth Road

Pedestrian Core PP PP PP P P Plan for both

NCN41 and 

Longsmith Street PP PP PP P Plan for both
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6.5.2 Cheltenham 

Albert road serves the Pitville Village student campus and residential housing for a greater part of its 
length than Evesham Road. It carries much lower traffic volumes, is a more pleasant green 
environment and avoids the busy roundabout near the racecourse. Albert Road is the recommended 
option. 

The Prestbury Road option includes the busy Prestbury Road roundabout which has been identified 
as a safety concern for cyclists.  The roundabout is unavoidable for many journeys from north east 
Cheltenham however, and provides an important link in the wider cycling network.  An alternative 
route avoiding the roundabout and using Central Cross Drive, Pitville Lawn and Pitville Walk follows 
quiet residential streets but will require a new crossing of Clarence Road. Both options should be 
considered.  

A link via High Street and Promenade serves more shop frontage and destination points than Rodney 
Road, however Rodney Road utilises existing cycle facilities and back streets in the direction of 
Montpellier Gardens and the Hospital and provides additional connectivity in the town centre.  Both 
options should be considered.  

Queens Circus is the most direct route from the town centre towards Lansdown Road but presents 
an intimidating environment for novice cyclists as the road narrows through Montpellier and at the 
busy Montpellier roundabout. Montpellier Street avoids the roundabout and passes through an 
attractive retail/leisure environment, linking with Lansdown Road at the existing cycle crossing point. 
Montpellier Street is the recommended option. 

 Route description and audit findings 

Each of the routes in Gloucester and Cheltenham has been broken down into short sections of route. 
Photographs of existing conditions or similar schemes elsewhere are included to add clarity and 
understanding of what might be achieved and the to illustrate some of trade-offs which may be 
required. 

In a limited number of locations, it is proposed to remove traffic lanes, car parking and pedestrian 
refuges where highway space is at a premium and where this does not unduly affect pedestrian 
amenity.  The impact of removing traffic lanes, and the changes to pedestrian and cyclist crossings at 
signalised junctions, has not been modelled.  

If there are major concerns about the impact on traffic capacity, many of the measures proposed in 
this report can be installed on a trial basis, by changing road markings, adjusting signal timings, and 
making minor crossing modifications. For example, rearranging car parking arrangements away from 
the kerb or using planters next to moving traffic can create space for safe contraflow cycling 
measures. 
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Contraflow cycling and car parking in Camden 

The measures proposed represent latest best practice and are intended to improve the safety of 
cyclists and other road users. A full safety audit of any designs resulting from this report should be 
completed in line with latest CDM regulations. 

6.6.1 Cheltenham 

 

Figure 1. Route proposals in Cheltenham 

Racecourse to Prestbury Road 

New Barn Lane/Albert Road (A,B & C). The proposed route from Bishops Cleeve joins New Barn Lane 
at the Park and Ride entrance.  From here to Albert Road, New Barn Lane and the footways are 
narrow, and the road is relatively busy (10,565 vehs/day). Whilst the mini roundabout acts as a 
traffic calming measure there is still a a need to reduce vehicle speeds and improve the visibility of 
cyclists. This could be achieved with wider 1.5m advisory cycle lanes, removing the centre line in 
combination with improved signage, traffic calming and a raised junction/roundabout at Albert 
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Road. These measures should include a clear change in surfacing and adequate deflection measures 
at the existing roundabout. 

 

Measures are needed to slow traffic at the Albert Road roundabout 

Albert Road (D). Albert Road has a moderate traffic volume (4,400 AADT) and is relatively narrow. 
The existing traffic calming near the school and the residential nature of the streetscape make this a 
relatively attractive route for cycling.  Sections of advisory cycle lanes or cycle logos would  help alert 
drivers to the  presence of cyclists, particularly at the bend by Pitville Lawn and the junction with the 
proposed braided route at Central Cross Drive. 

 

Albert Road is an attractive route for cycling 

 

Town Centre (Prestbury Road to Montpellier) 
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Figure 2. Route proposals in Cheltenham Town Centre 

Prestbury Road Roundabout (2). This is an important intersection of routes to north and north-east 
Cheltenham, connecting with the B4632 Prestbury Road. The roundabout is a recognised conflict 
point for cyclists and pedestrians and cycle logos have been added to the road surface to help 
improve drivers’ awareness of cyclists. Major modifications to the roundabout are proposed. As a 
minimum these should include a larger central island, narrowed perpendical entries for vehicles, and 
cycle lanes in the circulating area, or a marked change in road surface.  This would be a good 
location to trial an innovative design solution.   

 

Improvements for cyclists and pedestrians are needed 

 at Prestbury Road roundabout 

Prestbury Road (3). Removing car parking along this road would provide the option of a stepped 
cycle track on the inbound side of the road.  As this is a relatively short section of route and traffic 
speeds are low, a width of 1.5m can suffice.  This will reduce the carriageway width to approximately 
6.0m and some residents’ parking may need to be removed on the northbound side of the road. 
Lower traffic speeds will assist cyclists travelling north along this short section of the route. 
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Limited carriageway space is available at Prestbury Road 

Pitville Gates, Pitville Lawn and Central Cross Drive (4&5). Signing a route via Pitville Gates and 
Central Cross Drive will provide an alternative to Prestbury Road roundabout and offers a quiet 
route along quiet residential streets. A signal crossing of Clarence Road and Prestbury Road would 
be required. 

 

Alternative routes at Pitville Gates and Prestbury Road 

Winchcombe Street (6-8). There are three sections to Winchcombe Street: Clarence Road to St Johns 
Avenue (southbound traffic only), St John’s Avenue to Albion Street (southbound traffic only) and 
Albion Street to High Street (northbound traffic only with a cycling contraflow). Traffic volumes are 
relatively low towards the town centre end (less than 1800 vehs/day) and for much of the day there 
appears to be spare capacity south of Clarence Road. The carriageway is 8.5m wide at this point. It is 
proposed to remove one of the two traffic lanes south of Clarence Road and provide a 2.5m wide 
two way cycle track as far as the High Street. This will require less space than providing a protected 
cycling facility on each side of the road.  A 500mm buffer to the edge of the track will assist 
pedestrians crossing the road and help prevent illegal car parking.  The remaining 5.5m carriageway 
space is available for traffic and parking at one side of the road. This proposal could be trialled using 
armadillo-type separators in combination with additional temporary signal arrangments.   
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A two way cycle track is proposed along Winchcombe Street (looking north towards 
Pitville Gates) 

 

Winchcombe Street looking north to Albion Street 

High Street pedestrian area (9&10). Cycling is currently permitted along High Street.  At times, this 
can be a busy pedestrian environment and improved signing is required, ideally highlighting a shared 
space corridor with a clear message about pedestrian priority. A raised junction at the corner of High 
Street and Winchcombe Street will help reduce vehicle speeds along the one way system and assist 
cycle and pedestrian crossing movements. 

 

High Street is a busy pedestrian environment 

Promenade (11-14). At the end of High Street, Promenade carries traffic northbound next to Boots 
Corner. A protected contraflow cycle lane is required to facilitate southbound cycling. Cyclists are 
permitted along the existing pedestrianised section of Promenade and improved signing is required 
highlighting a shared space corridor with a clear message about pedestrian priority. The southern 
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section of Promenade is a busy location for buses, taxis and turning vehicles and sharing the 
carriageway is not conducive to safe cycling.  There is a wide tree-lined boulevard to the western 
side of Promenade and a signed two way cycle route could be provided with a signal crossing of St 
George’s Road.  

 

Utilising the tree lined boulevard along Promenade would keep cyclists away from 
standing taxis and buses  

Queens Circus (15-17). The proposed route through Montpellier seeks to avoid the busy Montpellier 
Roundabout and the pinch point on Queens Circus. By providing a short section of two way 
segregated path along the western side of Queens Circus, a continuous route can be provided from 
Promenade through to (Upper) Montpellier Street without crossing Queens Circus.  A priority side 
road crossing and cycle lanes are required at Fauconberg Road as far as Montpellier Street. The 
eastern side of Queens Circus is a busy coach embarkation point beside the Gardens and is a more 
challenging space in which to provide for cyclists. 

 

A cycle track to the right of Queens Circus would avoid the bus stops and coach 
embarkation points 

Montpellier Street (18). This is a popular retail location which could attract many more pedestrians 
and cyclists. Montpellier Street is limited to one way northbound traffic and a contraflow 
southbound cycling arrangement is proposed. Traffic volumes are light, there is car parking on both 
sides of the road and a relatively wide carriageway width of 10.0m.  It is proposed that this road is 
signed as 20mph with a contraflow cycling order including demarcated space for cyclists travelling 
uphill against traffic. A 2.0m wide northbound cycle lane should be introduced southbound, ideally 
with car parking displaced away from the footway, adding protection for cyclists.  If this cannot be 
achieved, cyclists would need to share space with vehicles and short sections of car parking could be 
removed on the eastern side of the road and cycle logos added to remind drivers of oncoming 
cyclists.  This second option affords less protection for cyclists but requires less road space. The gaps 
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in parking on the eastern side can help create a less intimidating environment for cyclists, by 
providing regular passing points.  A smooth bypass route for cyclists across the cobbled area at the 
top of Montpellier Street should be investigated. 

 

A 20mph speed limit and contraflow cycling arrangement is proposed along 
Montpellier Street 

Rodney Road and Trafalgar Street. From Winchcombe Street an alternative route through the town 
centre is available using the existing contraflow cycle arrangement along Rodney Road and Trafalgar 
Street and a cycle path through Montpellier Gardens. The route connects with Lansdown Road via 
the existing crossing and the quiet residential route along Back Montpellier Terrace to Suffolk Square 
and the signal crossing at the top of Queens Circus. Improvements have recently been made to the 
crossing arrangements at Promenade and Regent Street but these are under review.  Minor 
modifications to the uncontrolled crossings may be required. 

Montpellier to Arle Court Roundabout/B4063 

Lansdown Road/Parabola Road (19). Minor rearrangements to the junction should be made to 
provide an easier turn into and out of Montpellier Street. This location could be suitable for a shared 
pedestrian cyclist ‘Tiger crossing’. 

Lansdown Road shared use cycle path (20,21).  This is a well-used cycling facility, with pedestrians 
and cyclists using the route separated by a white line. Vegetation and lack of maintenance has 
meant that the effective width has narrowed in places to 2.5m, there are undulations caused by tree 
roots and poor surfacing in places.  Some cyclists report problems with vehicles failing to stop when 
emerging from driveways.  The route is nonetheless popular, particularly with less confident cyclists.  
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The cycle track along Lansdown Road is attractive to less confident cyclists 

The following improvements are recommended: 

 Repair, widen and resurface the existing path, seeking to achieve a 4.0m width wherever 
possible. 

 Improve segregation of pedestrians and cyclists with signage, coloured surfacing and tactile 
separators to meet the needs of blind and partially sighted people. 

 Provide new signage and lining at all driveway entrances. 

 Provide priority for pedestrians and cyclists using using at-grade crossings at all minor side 
roads including: Lansdown Crescent, Lansdown Walk, Lansdown Parade, Queens Road and 
Glencairn Park Road. 

 Provide a pedestrian/cycle crossing phase at the new traffic signals at Christ Church Road 
(E). 

 Plan for a new  connection to Cheltenham Spa Station, including a signalised crossing at 
Shelburne Road (G) 

 Upgrades to existing crossings of the A40 at Montpellier Terrace, Hatherley Road, Bisley 
Road and Telstar Way with consideration given to new crossings at Christchurch Road, 
Granley Road, and Princess Elizabeth Way.  

 
Cyclists and pedestrians would benefit from priority at side roads 

Gloucester Road junction (H). A single stage crossing should be provided to replace the existing 
crossing phases and guardrails.  The existing island should be retained to provide additional 
pedestrian protection and to reduce traffic speeds at the junction.  

Gloucester Road: Church Road to Griffiths Avenue (I). The junction at Church Road should be 
narrowed and provided with an at grade priority crossing. A short section of the footways (50-100m) 
is of substandard width but there may be options to acquire land from frontage properties. 
Providing cantilevered signage for drivers will also remove obstacles on the footway. An at-grade 
cycle priority crossing should be provided at Griffiths Avenue. 

Gloucester Road:  Griffiths Avenue to Princess Elizabeth Way (J).  There is space to widen the path to 
4.0m, providing a cycle bypass behind the existing bus stops and improving tactile surfacing to  
reduce conflict with pedestrians.  The signage and connectivity with the crossing point at Bisley Road 
should be improved to provide better connections to Benhall and points south of Gloucester Road.  
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The cycle route should bypass existing bus stops to avoid conflict with pedestrians 

Princess Elizabeth Way (K). Two pedestrian and cyclist crossing movements currently take place as 
traffic stops at the existing signals.  Formal signalised crossings should be  provided, retaining the 
island to provide additional pedestrian protection and to slow traffic using the junction. 

Gloucester Road: Princess Elizabeth Way to Arle Court Roundabout (L & M). The need for a new 
cycling facility along the frontage of the GCHQ site and relocation of the existing bus stop has 
already been identified in the South West Cheltenham Transport Study.  There is a long wait time for 
pedestrians and excessive guardrail at the Telstar Way junction and a single stage crossing should be 
considered. The crossing towards Whittington Road also needs to be improved. 

The existing shared use facilities from the junction as far as the A4063 need resurfacing in places and 
a signage refresh, particularly under the subway towards Benhall and the hospital. 

 

There are long wait times and indirect crossings at Telstar Way 

6.6.2 Gloucester 
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Figure 3. Route Proposals in Gloucester

 
Elmbridge Road Roundabout to Black Dog Way 

Cheltenham Road carries 14,500 vehs/day including a high proportion of buses serving the principal 
Gloucester to Cheltenham bus route. The speed limit is 30mph, and the carriageway is roughly 7.5m 
wide, including 1.0m advisory cycle lanes with 2.0m footways to both sides.  There is insufficient 
space to create a continuous segregated cycling facility along the whole route. The option of signing 
cyclists via Elmleaze, Elmbridge Road and Merivale Road would require a detour of some 300m and 
provides less connectivity to local services and is not a long term solution. 

 To maintain a carriageway width of at least 6m (enabling two buses to pass safely) and address the 
frequency of residential driveways on both sides of the road, the best solution is to mix cyclists with 
traffic in a slow speed environment. This is in line with the latest ‘Healthy Streets’ design practice in 
London.5 The use of vertical traffic calming features is unlikely to have support from bus operators 
and speed camera enforcement will most likely  be required. For reasons of safety and coherence, 
cycling facilities should be consistent along Cheltenham Road, without directing cyclists on and off 
the highway for short sections of the route. 

A40 Roundabout (N). The existing segregated shared use path connects Cheltenham Road under the 
A40 roundabout as far as the traffic signals at Greyhound Gardens. At this point cyclists return to the 

                                                           

5 TfL is now proposing to make 20mph the new general speed limit on all TfL roads within the Congestion 
Charging Zone (CCZ) by 2020, prioritising the part of the capital with a high volume of vulnerable road users 
including people who walk, cycle or use a motorcycle. 
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carriageway.  Some resurfacing, improvements to lighting are required and a refuge provided to 
assist cyclists crossing at this point.. 

Cheltenham Road (M). The road surface condition is poor and cycle margins should be resurfaced as 
an immediate priority. To reduce the speed of traffic and raise the visibility of cyclists, it is proposed 
that the centre line is removed (with exceptions at approaches to signal crossings and junctions) and 
that the advisory cycle lanes are widened to 1.5m6 with frequent use of cycle logos at side roads.  
With the support of the police, it may be possible to introduce average speed cameras between the 
Estcourt Road and Elmbridge roundabouts in combination with a lower 20mph speed limit. Although 
the effectiveness of average speed cameras is reduced by the presence of side roads, speed cameras 
will reduce vehicle speeds and may encourage longer distance commuters to use alternative routes 
into the city centre.   

 

The advisory cycle lanes should be widened and the centre line removed to create a 
slower speed environment 

Kenilworth Avenue and Estcourt Road (J,K,L). The route should be signed via Grafton Road and 
Kenilworth Avenue to avoid the Estcourt Road roundabout. Advisory cycle lanes and logos should be 
installed and the crossing of Estcourt Road upgraded to a single stage toucan crossing. Improved 
crossing times at the crossing will compensate for the time added by the minor detour from 
Cheltenham Road and encourage cyclists to use this route. In the longer term, conditions for cyclists 
and pedestrians would be greatly improved if a signalised junction replaces the roundabout. This 
would be an expensive scheme which should be considered within wider highway network 
proposals. 

London Road/Cheltenham Road junction (I). Major modifications are required at this junction to 
provide a safe crossing between London Road and Kenilworth Avenue, recognising the significant 
vehicle movements to either side along Cheltenham Road and London Road. 

                                                           

6 Cycle lanes should be 2 metres wide on busy roads, or where traffic is travelling in excess of 40 mph. A 
minimum width of 1.5 metres may be generally acceptable on roads with a 30 mph limit. DfT, LTN 2/08 
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The existing junction requires remodelling to provide a single cycle crossing phase 
towards Kenilworth Road 

London Road (H). This is the busiest section of the route and carries 16,200 vehicles per day.  It is 
also likely to be used by the largest number of cyclists.  The road is wider than Cheltenham Road 
(10.0m including 1.0m advisory cycle lanes with 2.0m-3.0m footways on both sides). Speed cameras 
and several pedestrian refuges have been installed to enforce the 30mph speed limit and improve 
safety.  A greater degree of segregation for cyclists is required owing to the more ‘arterial’ nature of 
the road and the numbers of buses and commercial vehicles using this route.  It is proposed that 
some space is taken from both the carriageway and the footway to create 2.0m stepped cycle tracks 
on both sides of the road. The cycle tracks should include a 300mm buffer zone where there are 
pedestrian crossing movements and a need to deter short term illegal parking.  If this can only be 
achieved on one side of the road, the outbound side should be treated first, assisting cyclists 
travelling uphill but with a continuous 2.0m cycle lane provided towards the city centre.  

 

Stepped cycle tracks should be considered on both sides of London Road 

London Road/Black Dog Way junction (G).  There are two approach lanes to this junction from 
London Road with a significant left and right turn movement. The dominant cyclist movement is 
likely to be straight ahead.  It is proposed that one of the approach lanes is removed and a stepped 
cycle track provided as far as the traffic signals.  
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A single traffic lane is proposed for the London Road approach to Black Dog Way 

A separate ahead phase should be provided for cyclists with options for cyclists to turn with the 
main traffic flows.  Northgate is a principal entrance to the city centre and a remodelled entry 
treatment with additional access restrictions should be considered to reflect the aspiration for an 
improved public realm in the city centre. 

 

The entrance to Northgate should be remodelled with improved crossings for 
pedestrians and cyclists 

Black Dog Way to Kimbrose Triangle (City Centre) 
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Figure 4. Route proposals in Gloucester City Centre

 
Pedestrian Core (E). The existing cycle route through the pedestrian area (Northgate Street and 
Southgate Street) is direct and well connected to city centre destinations.  Cycling is permitted 
between the hours of 5pm and 10am, catering for the predominant commuting hours. The volume 
of pedestrian movements, street furniture, local events and the relatively narrow street 
environment should be considered if there is a change to the rules and access times for cyclists.   

 

Cycling is limited to restricted hours in the pedestrian core 

Pedestrian Core (F). An alternative 24 hour cycle route is available (signed as NCN 41) via Northgate 
Street, Pitt Street, The Cathedral Precinct, Longsmith Street and Lady Bellegate Street.  The route 
passes through the attractive Cathedral precinct, and whilst there are pinch points and constraints 
on landscaping changes, this is a viable alternative. There is the option of re-signing the route to the 
south via Longsmith Street as far as Southgate Street and utilising the shared space area at Kimbrose 
Triangle. This avoids the busy pedestrian area around Victoria Dock and the heritage cobbled areas 
which can make cycling uncomfortable.  Cycle crossing movements at the Triangle could be assisted 
by installing shared pedestrian/cyclist ‘Tiger’ crossings towards Victoria Dock and at the junction of 
Parliament Street. 
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Improved crossing arrangements for cyclists and pedestrians are needed at 
Kimbrose Triangle 

 

A shared cyclist and pedestrian ‘Tiger’ crossing 

Kimbrose Triangle towards Sharpness 

Bristol Road/Southgate Street (C). The pinch point scheme along the A430 should remove traffic 
from the A4301 Southgate Street and provide improved public realm and streetscape opportunities 
near Gloucester Quays. There is a 20mph speed limit at Kimbrose Triangle. The road widens from 
here with advisory cycle lanes and on street parking near the shops. Wider footways, tree planting 
and resurfacing are proposed to extend the visual appearance of the Kimbrose Triangle shared space 
area, at least as far as Llanthony Road. Alternatively, the centre line can be removed and wider 
advisory cycle lanes can be installed to encourage lower speeds. 
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Opportunities to improve the streetscape on Southgate Street 

Llanthony Road Junction (B).  A raised junction or continuation of the feeling of shared space on 
Southgate Street will assist cyclists turning right into Llanthony Road.  Raising the junction, 
narrowing entry widths and improving the visibility of the existing mini-roundabout will help calm 
traffic travelling along  Bristol Road. The route along Llanthony Road continues through a 20mph 
bus/cycle gate with access to the canal towpath on the left. 

Canal Towpath (A).  The county council should seek to influence the specification for towpath 
improvements with the Canal & River Trust. This should aim to achieve a minimum width of 3.0m to 
accommodate use by multiple users and to secure a smooth, bound, all weather surface with 
appropriate signage for destinations, distance, and safety advice. 

 Design Principles for Cycling 

The technical guidance for LCWIPs recommends the following design outcomes when planning 
routes. In most cases these criteria will have informed previous investment and network 
development, and opportunities to use existing cycle routes which meet these standards are 
included wherever possible, noting any improvements which still need to be made.   
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Figure 5. LCWIP Design Outcomes for cycle network planning 

 

The proposals in this report are based on good practice emerging from the Cycling Cities 
programme, and reflect the DfT LCWIP technical guidance and the latest cycling infrastructure 
design guidance. One example is the West Midlands Cycling Design guidance published in 20177. The 
Department for Transport’s national guidance on cycle infrastructure design8 is currently being 
updated and should be available early in 2019. 

The proposals are intended to appeal to new cyclists and to persuade less confident cyclists to make 
more cycling journeys.  Where possible, these facilities are separated from traffic, especially where 
traffic volumes are high or average vehicle speeds are greater than 30mph. If it can be achieved, a 
300mm to 600mm buffer between the cycle way and vehicles can provide additional protection 
from passing vehicles and doors opening from parked cars, and can assist pedestrians crossing the 
cycleway.  

There is evidence that segregation is particularly important for non-cyclists. Women are half as likely 
to use a bike for regular journeys and 79% of women would like to see more protected cycle lanes, 
even if this means less space for other road traffic9.   

Encouraging the next generation to cycle is critical to achieving an increase in cycling, particularly for 
the journey to school.  The graph below shows how adults’ attitudes towards child cycling varies 

                                                           

7 https://www.tfwm.org.uk/media/2672/west-midlands-cycle-design-guidance.pdf 

8 LTN 02/08 Cycle Infrastructure Design, DfT, Oct 2008 

9 Bike Life Report - Women: Reducing the gender gap. Sustrans, 2018 
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when different cycling facilities are available, with a clear preference for physical segregation from 
traffic10. 

 

Figure 6. Adults attitudes towards child cycling: a study of the impact of infrastructure 

Two way cycling facilities, whilst wider, require less carriageway space overall and offer more 
overtaking space for cyclists.  They are best placed on the side of the road which has the best 
connectivity to the wider cycling network, crossings etc. and away from parked cars  However, uni-
directional tracks are preferred where there are denser pedestrian crossing movements or where 
residential/retail densities and side roads are similar on each side of the road. 

 

                                                           

10 Adults’ attitudes towards child cycling: a study of the impact of infrastructure, Aldred EJTIR 15(02) 2015 
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Uni-directional stepped cycle track 

 

Uni-directional cycle track with buffer zone 

Steps should be taken to minimise delay and improve safety along the route wherever possible. The 
report makes reference to priority crossings for pedestrians and cyclists at minor side roads and 
single stage signalised crossings wherever possible. Delays should alo be minimised by optimising 
traffic signals and wait times to benefits pedestrians and cyclists.  

The measures proposed in this report are designed to attract new cyclists without disadvantaging 
pedestrians and existing cyclists.  Those cyclists confident enough to mix with busy traffic may wish 
to continue, without being affected by the proposed route improvements. Signage on the highway 
should continue to highlight the presence of cyclists to drivers. 

6.7.1 Second Stakeholder Workshop 

A technical workshop was held in Gloucester in July to report back on observations from site visits, 
consult further on route options and discuss the suggested route improvements for both walking 
and cycling. There was broad support for the routes and measures proposed for cyclists, with 
additional preferences expressed for the following: 

a trial of clearly signed cycling access for extended hours in Gloucester central pedestrian area, in 
combination with improved signing of a route avoiding the pedestrian core. 

Improved crossings of Estcourt Road at Kenilworth Road and at the Kenilworth Road/London Road 
junction. 

Using Kenilworth Road and Elmbridge Road as an alternative route to using the full length of 
Cheltenham Road. 

Using Pitville Park Gates and Pitville Lawn to avoid the Prestbury Road Roundabout. 

Alternative routes through the town centre using High Street/Promenade and Rodney Road. 

A well signed contra flow cycling facility along Montpelier Street avoiding the Montpellier 
Roundabout. 

The university is a large employer which serves a significant student population, many of whom live 
in halls relatively short distances from their places of study. There is strong interest in promoting 
cycling and sustainable travel and the university has a proactive travel plan manager. The university 
has invested in cycle parking and is supporting improved cycle route signage between Pitville 
Student Village and the Park Campus. 
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The Travel Plan Manager was unable to attend the workshops and was contacted by telephone.  The 
university is keen to promote cycling to students, particularly those living in halls distant from the 
campuses  One in four staff and students say that dedicated cycle paths are the most important 
improvement for cyclists, and one in six respondents want more secure cycle parking. The most 
important destinations which require safe cycling access are Pitville Student Village (accommodation 
for 792 students), Francis Close and Park Campuses in Cheltenham; and the new Blackfriars Hall in 
the city centre (accommodation for 295 students) to Oxstalls Campus on Cheltenham Road in 
Gloucester.  

The 2017 staff and student travel survey is summarised in the table below.  This demonstrates that 
there is an established base for cycling in the area with plenty of scope to promote walking and 
cycling to staff and students who drive, noting that student walking levels are already high. 

Table 1. Mode of travel at University of Gloucestershire 

% TRAVELLING 
SOLO 
CAR 

CAR 
SHARE 

BUS CYCLE WALK 

Students 23 8 14 5 46 

Staff 54 6 6 11 17 

 

 Programme of Cycling Improvements 

The following sections are not in priority order, but follow the direction of the routes audited. These 
schemes were assessed and prioritised following the process set out in the LCWIP Technical 
Guidance. The results can be seen in the CSV CWIP Prioritisation document. 

The prioritised schemes will be consulted upon with stakeholders and the top raking schemes will be 
considered in the Local Transport Plan (LTP) delivery priorities. The LTP is a key policy document and 
gives strategic direction for Gloucestershire’s transport investment. However, this is not a delivery 
plan; schemes in the LTP provide the basis for future funding bids, as opportunities arise, and 
discussions with third parties where funding may be provided such as by transport operators, 
providers and developers. 

 

6.8.1 Gloucester 

Four sections of route are proposed in Gloucester. Section G/A includes Cheltenham Road from 
Elmbridge Roundabout as far as the London Road/Gloucester Road junction, including the proposed 
diversion away from the Estcourt Road roundabout, Section G/B which includes segregated cycle 
tracks along London Road, Section G/C through the city centre which is largely a signage scheme, 
and Section G/D from the shared space area at Kimbrose Triangle to the canal towpath at Llanthony 
Road.  
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Figure 2 - Cycle Route Sections Gloucester   

 

The Gloucester route is estimated to cost between £2.2M and £3.0M depending on the final options 
chosen. The proposed speed cameras on Cheltenham Road and public realm works along Southgate 
Street are shown separately. 

The costs included in Tables 3 below are high level estimates based on technical guidance and out 
turn costs from similar schemes. They include allowance for traffic management, prelims etc. but 
exclude design costs. Estimates have been calculated based on the length and number of schemes 
with appropriate unit costs applied.  

 

Detailed surveys of underground services and ground conditions have not been undertaken, nor 
have any detailed construction drawings been prepared in making these estimates 
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Table 2. Gloucester Scheme Costs 

 

6.8.2 Cheltenham 

The cycling schemes have been broken down into a number of sections in both urban areas. 

In Cheltenham, the sections include the Racecourse and Park and Ride site as far as the city centre at 
High Street (Section C/A), the commercial centre including Montpellier Street (Section C/B), and the 
continuous cycle track beside Lansdown Road and Gloucester Road (Section C/C). The route west of 
the town centre is split into two at Princess Elizabeth Way allowing the final section as far as Arle 
Court Roundabout (Section C/D) to fall within any plans for the Cyber Park development. 

Location - Gloucester Measure Proposed Length 

meter

Number Unit cost £ 

per meter / 

£K per item

Cost £K

Cheltenham Road cycle lanes

widen cycle lanes and remove 

C/L 1500 60 90

Cheltenham Road margin works

2m margin resurfacing, both 

sides 1500 200 300

Kenilworth Road cycle lanes cycle lanes, both sides 500 60 30

Estcourt Road signal crossing Toucan crossing (single stage) 1 150 150

London Road/Cheltenham Road junction Remodel signal junction 1 150 150

London Road 

stepped uni direction cycle 

tracks (each side) 1000 1000 1000

Black Dog Way Toucan crossing 2 100 200

Black Dog Way entry treatment to city centre 1 50 50

City centre routes signage 1 20 20

Kimbrose Triangle Tiger crossing 1 50 50

Southgate Street

widen cycle lanes & remove 

C/L 300 60 18

Llanthony Road raised junction 1 150 150

2,208

Options

Cheltenham Road speed cameras 4 90 360

Southgate Street widen footways, planting 300 1500 450
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Figure 1 - Cycle Route Sections Cheltenham 

 

The Cheltenham proposals are costed at approximately £2.6M.  

The costs included in Tables 2 below are high level estimates based on technical guidance and out 
turn costs from similar schemes. They include allowance for traffic management, prelims etc. but 
exclude design costs. Estimates have been calculated based on the length and number of schemes 
with appropriate unit costs applied.  

Detailed surveys of underground services and ground conditions have not been undertaken, nor 
have any detailed construction drawings been prepared in making these estimates. 
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Table 3.   Cheltenham Scheme Costs 

 

  

Location - Cheltenham Measure Proposed Length 

meter

Number Unit cost £ 

per meter / 

£K per item

Cost £K

New Barn Lane cycle lanes 200 60 12

Albert Road/New Barn Lane raised roundabout 1 75 75

Pitville Gates signal crossing 1 100 100

Prestbury Road raised roundabout 1 150 150

Prestbury Road inbound stepped cycle track 200 500 100

Winchcombe St north

stepped 2 way cycle track with 

buffer 200 560 112

Winchcombe St south

stepped 2 way cycle track with 

buffer 250 560 140

High Street/Promenade signage signage 1 40 40

Promenade (at Boots Corner) signage and contraflow 50 200 10

St Georges Road signal crossing 1 100 100

Queens Circus

stepped two way cycle track 

with buffer 200 560 112

Fauconberg Road raised priority crossing 1 10 10

Fauconberg Road cycle lanes 50 60 3

Montpellier St Contraflow 300 60 18

Montpellier St/Parabola Road Tiger crossing 1 50 50

Rodney Road Crossing improvements 1 30 30

Lansdown Road widen& resurface cycle path 1500 300 450

Lansdown Road raised priority crossing 6 10 60

Lansdown Road new signal phase 1 30 30

Gloucester Road/GCHQ access single stage signal crossing 1 100 100

Gloucester Road bus stop bypass 3 20 60

Gloucester Road widen&resurface cycle path 950 300 285

Princess Elizabeth Way new signal phase 2 30 60

Gloucester Road New cycle path 450 500 225

Gloucester Road earthworks and civils* 1 150 150

Gloucester Road /Telstar Way single stage signal crossing 1 100 100

Gloucester Road resurface existing path (part) 100 300 30

2,612

*based on SW Cheltenham Transport Study
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7 WALKING TRAVEL PATTERNS 

 Overview 

This section of the report sets out the geographical focus for the walking element of LCWIP and 
identifies the important trip generators in these areas. 

 Walking Geographical Focus 

The Central Severn Vale (CSV) contains the two largest urban environments in Gloucestershire and 
two of the county’s major transport hubs at Cheltenham Spa and Gloucester rail stations.  

The LCWIP intends to prioritise walking movements to the main Public Transport Hubs – Gloucester 
Bus and Rail Stations, and Cheltenham Spa Station for the following reasons: 

 The work in Section 6.2 demonstrated the importance of these stations as destinations in the 
CSV; 

 The high demand of walking trips they generate and their potential to attract more walking 
trips as part of a longer journey; 

 To link existing investment to local communities and key trip attractors; 

 The government directive to address air quality on the A40 to the south of the Cheltenham 
Railway Station; and 

 Walking improvements can encourage more footfall to and from the station and detract from 
existing car journeys and parking problems. 

Cheltenham rail Station on Queen’s Road is the busiest station in the county and is in walking and 
cycling distance of existing communities and a major employer, as well as future development sites 
in the west of Cheltenham. 

Data collected for the Office of Rail Regulation (orr.gov.uk) shows that an average of 6,400 
passengers were estimated to use Cheltenham Spa daily in 2016/17 and over 4,000 in Gloucester. 
The 2016 Cheltenham and Gloucester station travel plans identify a walking mode share of 26% and 
33% respectively. This means Cheltenham generates around 1,600 walking trips daily and Gloucester 
over 1,300.  

The percentage of people walking to Gloucester rail station is substantial due to its central location. 
With improved access these figures could significantly increase with the number of employers, retail 
outlets and education establishments in the vicinity. The wards or Barton and Tredworth also hold 
potential and could benefit the deprived and diverse communities living there.  

Gloucestershire County Council has been successful in bidding to the Homes England Housing 
Infrastructure Fund (HIF) to address constraints at M5 J10 in light of the strategic allocations set out 
in the adopted Joint Core Strategy, covering the Central Severn Vale. However, the County Council 
recognises that these transport issues cannot be addressed alone. The importance of public 
transport, walking and cycling will be a key part of the solution, which is why the rail station and 
surrounding communities were identified as the centre of a walking network in the west Cheltenham 
area. 

Gloucester Rail Station on Bruton Way was selected due to its central location, proximity to the city 
centre and other key attractions. The new Gloucester Bus Station has recently opened adjacent to 
the railway station to provide a valuable transport hub in Gloucester. Pedestrian severance is a key 
issue for the station as the heavily trafficked Bruton Way runs between the rail station and 
Gloucester bus station and city centre.  
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 Trip Generators 

Key trip generators and core walking zones were identified within a 200m and a 2.2km radius of 
each transport hub, as shown in Figure 26 and Figure 27. This is in accordance with the DfT technical 
guidance on Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plans. 

The core walking zones shown by the 200m radius identify not just those trips that are made 
exclusively by walking, but also those that end in walking such as people being dropped off, drivers, 
taxi users and cyclists. 

Figure 26 Trip generators within 2.2km walking radius of Gloucester Railway Station. 
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      Key Attractors: 

1. Gloucestershire College 
2. Gloucester Quays 
3. Gloucester City Centre 
4. Gloucester Rugby Club 
5. GL1 Leisure Centre 
6. ASDA Superstore 
7. Gloucestershire Royal Hospital 
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Figure 27 Trip generators within 2.2km walking radius of Cheltenham Railway Station. 
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      Key Attractors: 

1. GCHQ 
2. Gloucestershire College 
3. Gloucestershire University 
4. Cheltenham Town Centre 
5. Cheltenham General 

Hospital 
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8 NETWORK PLANNING FOR WALKING 

 Overview 

This section describes the methodology adopted for the initial steps of Network Planning for 
Walking for the Central Severn Vale (CSV) LCWIP. The objective of this element is to identify the 
preferred routes for future development of the walking network. 

 Desire Lines 

Desire lines to Cheltenham and Gloucester railway stations were identified through knowledge of 
local destinations within walking distance and through the initial stakeholder workshop. 

The Cheltenham rail station is an important attractor of trips.  Through the workshop, key desire 
lines were identified by pinpointing local trip attractors, including the station itself. The existing 
communities of Hester’s Way and St John’s, and the employment and educational sites on Princess 
Elizabeth Way also hold the potential for increased trips to and from the station. 

The following four desire lines were identified in the vicinity of Cheltenham rail station, as shown in  

Figure 28:  

I. GCHQ, as access to and from the Government Communications HQ and future Cyber Park. 
(Subsequently combined with route 4.) 

II. Town centre, including links along the Honeybourne Line or Queen’s Road/Lansdown Road. 
III. The University of Gloucestershire Park campus and Cheltenham General Hospital to the 

south. 
IV. Hester’s Way and communities to the north west and Kingsditch trading Estate/Gallagher 

Retail Park. (Subsequently encompassing route 1.) 
 

Figure 28 Desire lines to Cheltenham Railway Station. 

 

The following four desire lines were identified to and from the Gloucester Transport Hub, as shown in 
Figure 29,  

V. King’s Square, as access to and from the city centre and onwards to Gloucester Quays and 
Gloucestershire College.  

VI. Great Western Road, as access to and from the Gloucester Royal Hospital.  
VII. Barton, as access to and from the GL1 Leisure Centre, Asda superstore and the communities 

of Barton and Tredworth and Gloucester Park.  
VIII. Kingsholm Road, as access to Gloucester Rugby Club. 
 

          Desire Lines 

          Cheltenham  Rail Station 

IV 

II 

III 

I 
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To the west of the station are the wards of Barton and Tredworth. These have some of the highest 
indices of health deprivation and disability in the county11and are the current focus of Active 
Gloucestershire’s campaign to improve daily activity in the community. 

Figure 29 Desire lines to Gloucester Transport Hub. 

 

 Initial Stakeholder Workshop 

A key part of the project in Gloucestershire was to engage with members from our protected 
characteristics groups to ensure we understood the full range of barriers to walking and cycling. The 
protected characteristics groups comprise of the following: 

 age 

 disability 

 gender reassignment 

 marriage and civil partnership 

 pregnancy and maternity 

 race 

 religion or belief 

 sex 

 sexual orientation 

Two workshops were held on Wednesday 13th June 2018 at GL1 Leisure centre in Gloucester. A 
variety of stakeholders helped to identify which routes would be audited through the identification 
of desire lines and barriers to walking around Cheltenham and Gloucester rail stations. Those 
attending the workshops represented transport and health professionals, public transport users, 
walkers and cyclists; including those with protected characteristics such as gender; age and physical, 
mental and sight impairment. Attendees came from backgrounds including the voluntary sector, a 
community interest company, local businesses and local government. 

The following summarises the feedback received regarding barriers to walking in Gloucestershire, 
which are outlined in Figure 30: 

 Bus vs Train 

 Bruton Way 

                                                           

11 https://inform.gloucestershire.gov.uk/media/1520749/map-imd2015-national-quintiles-health-deprivation-
and-disability-gloucester-v20161.pdf 

          Desire Lines 

Gloucester Central Transport Hub 

V 
VI 

VII 

VIII 
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 Pelican vs Toucan refuges (pedestrian stack back & cycles) 

 Lack of signage (inc. timings) 

 Abuse of bus gates at Station Road and Northgate St/London Road 

 Phasing of lights at rail station favours cars not peds 

 Pedestrian desire lines not followed 

 State of pavements (large roller tips req. for visually impaired) 

 Lack of landmarks in open spaces (req. for visually impaired) 

 Social Support attractors (assisted living, food bank, Salvation Army)  

 Street Furniture and bus users block pavement on Station Road 

 Barton Street/Eastgate Street/Bruton Way junction 

 London Road/Northgate Street/Bruton Way junction 

 Loneliness of Great Western Road 

 Unattractive environment 

 Subway 

 Asda Site 

Figure 30 Perceived walking barriers to Gloucester Railway Station. 
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The following summarises the feedback received regarding barriers to walking in Cheltenham, as 
shown in Figure 31: 

 Distance from town centre and perception of distance 

 Deliveries to Alstone industrial estate 

 Social Needs e.g. Ageing population in St Mark’s need to be active 

 Desire lines not followed 

 Lack of crossings on Gloucester Road 

 Poor bus rail interchange 

 No signage from St George’s Place to town centre 

 Westall Green junction has dropped curbs only, no formal crossing 

 No pedestrian phase to cross Christchurch Roan on Queens Road 

 Street furniture blocking crossing on Christchurch Road 

 Queen’s Road rail bridge narrow footways 

 No crossing from station entrance to coffee shop and Tesco express 

 Vehicle and pedestrian conflict at station entrance 

 Lines of sight not followed; lack of landmarks 

 Don’t feel safe crossing the road 

 Poor maintenance 

 Feels lonely at night 

Figure 31 Perceived walking barriers to Gloucester Railway Station. 
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 Routes for future development 

In this first iteration of GCC’s LCWIP, only a selection of desire lines have been audited to identify 
routes for further development and inclusion in the Walking Improvement Plan. A manageable 
amount of routes have been audited to ensure sufficient resourcing is available to take these 
through the full LCWIP process. This section sets out the routes which have been taken forward from 
the desire lines identified in Section 8.2. 

Gloucester desires VI and VII were selected by the project board for audit, for which the following 
routes were identified: 

VI. Great Western Road (and subway detour): This route currently travels north east along the 
underpass (a local access footway), followed by Great Western Road (a primary walking route). 
This route provides access to the hospital and existing housing, with a possible new residential 
development to the south of Great Western Road. This link represents a key route for many 
people with protected characteristics to access social and health facilities.  

The underpass from the rail station car park (a local access footway) to Great Western Road will 
be upgraded as part of the Kings Quarter redevelopment. Improvements will create a wider, 
graded access with better lighting and a clear line of sight from one side to the other, 
underneath the railway. These enhancements will create a friendlier environment with 
improved safety.  

However, the Great Western Road, although a primary walking route, has very limited frontage 
at the egress when walking north-east through the underpass. There are no houses at this 
location and the general feeling is somewhat derelict. For this reason, Great Western Road was 
prioritised by the LCWIP Board as a viable route for audit. 

VII. Barton Metz Way (and alleyway): This route connects Barton residential area to Gloucester 
railway station via Metz Way shared use footway. Exiting the rail station to the south and 
travelling east along the A430, Bruton Way, this is classified as a link footway and leads to the 
Barton Gate junction with Barton Street and Westgate Street (both primary walking routes). 
This link provides access to the rail and bus stations for the economically disadvantaged wards 
of Barton and Tredworth as well as being a direct link towards the GL1 Leisure Centre, ASDA 
superstore and a viable link to Gloucester Park. The audit site was extended to encompass the 
Metz Way segregated walk/cycle path and the alleyways from Derby Road to Mill Street and 
Millbrook Street to Sinope Street. These are well used but challenging routes. 

Cheltenham desire lines I and IV were selected by the project board for audit, for which the following 
routes were initially identified. 

I. GCHQ: This route was chosen as it looks towards GCHQ and the future Cyber Park for access to 
employment. This route was also selected in light of the Government Directive to address air 
quality on the A40 Gloucester Road, between Arle Court and Benhall. The route travels south-
west along the B4633 Gloucester Road leading to the A40 Gloucester Road and onward to 
GCHQ. Both these roads’ pedestrian facilities are identified as link footways using the footway 
hierarchy.  

IV. Hester’s Way: This route was chosen as it looks towards the deprived and ageing communities 
of Hester’s Way and St Mark’s, as well as providing access to the college campus on PE Way and 
retail establishments further north. The link exits the station onto Gloucester Road to head 
south, and then travels north west on Libertus Road, Tennyson Road and Shakespeare Road (all 
local access footways). This route opens onto Princess Elizabeth Way (PE Way); a prestige 
walking zone. This is a residential route through quiet streets. 

These two routes were later combined as a consequence of the Technical Workshop, which 
established that access to both areas would be preferable via the residential route, using Byron 
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Way and both Shelly Road and Shakespeare Road to access PE Way. To avoid confusion, this 
route is now called Princess Elizabeth Way. 

 Audits 

The roads and paths used to form a route along each of the desire lines were identified and then 
assessed for the possibility of audit. The routes were partially identified through the workshop but 
were also influenced by the footway hierarchy as well as desktop analysis of the most direct route. 

The Walking Route Audit Tool (WRAT) recommended in the DfT guidance was used to assess the 
current condition and suitability of the routes. The WRAT uses a range of criteria, looking at the 
attractiveness, comfort, directness, safety and coherence of the routes. Each criterion is looked at in 
detail and scored between 0 and 2 for poor, adequate or good provision. An overall score of 70% is 
considered a minimum level of adequate provision. 

In addition to the WRAT an Equalities Assessment Tool (EQAT) was developed by specialist transport 
planning consultants, Integrated Transport Planning Ltd. The EQAT provides a more qualitative 
assessment of the route in terms of its impact on protected characteristics groups. It considers 
operational, regulatory and behaviour based issues that may impact certain groups. A key part of the 
EQAT is to get people ‘thinking equally’. Functionality, legibility, seasonality, activity and perception 
are used to score aspects of the route between 0 and 2 for poor, adequate or good provision. 

The audits were undertaken by a range of professionals: 

 WSP Ltd. Assistant Transport Planner 

 ITP Ltd. Transport Planners 

 SYSTRA Ltd. Senior Consultant and Engineer 

 Cheltenham Borough, Transport Projects Officer 

 Gloucestershire County Council Transport Planner, Road Safety Auditor, Sensory Services 
Rehabilitation Officers, Thinktravel Cycle Coordinator and School Travel Officer  

The following section summarises out the issues identified on each of the audits and the potential 
interventions considered. The completed audit forms are included in Appendix B of this document 
outlining the issues identified and the measures recommended for each route. 

 Key considerations and potential interventions 

8.6.1 Gloucester  

Route 1 (Metz Way)  

This route aligns with desire line VII connects residential areas in Barton to Gloucester railway 
station via Metz Way. The route currently suffers from a general lack of maintenance and coherence, 
beginning at the rail station where signage is poorly located and vegetation is over grown. There is a 
lack of tactile surfacing at some informal crossing and access points along the route, with poor 
lateral connectivity. 

Route 2 (Mill St/Bruton Way alleyway) 

This route is an alternative alignment for desire line VII and connects residential areas in Barton to 
Gloucester railway station via Mill Street to Widden Primary School, ASDA and the GL1 leisure 
centre. The alleyway is very poorly maintained with blind corners, high fences and a lack of natural 
surveillance. 

Route 3 (Hospital)  
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This route connects Gloucester railway station to Gloucestershire Royal Hospital along Great 
Western Road aligning with desire line VI. This route lacks appropriate crossings in the correct place 
and has inadequate dropped kerbs and tactile paving across access points. 

Diversion via London Road and Bruton Way 

This route would provide an alternative pedestrian route to Gloucester Railway Station for desire 
line VI whilst the subway under the railway station is closed for renovation. The route is via Great 
Western Road, London Road and Bruton Way. The footway under the bridge is narrow, pavements 
are poorly maintained and car park access points dominate sections of the path. 

8.6.2 Cheltenham 

Princess Elizabeth Way 

This route caters for the desire line established in routes I and IV set out above. The route would also 
cater for journeys from within the St Mark’s residential area to both the railway station and other 
amenities to the west. The route passes Tennyson Road local shopping area and would also target 
connections to these facilities. 

Although this is a residential route, along active streets with adequate natural surveillance, existing 
infrastructure is not conducive to walking for those who are disabled, vulnerable or unfamiliar with 
the route. Appendix A identifies key considerations and sets out the physical infrastructure that 
could be used to create clarity for pedestrians through legibility and a more comfortable 
environment. Good, well maintained infrastructure can invite active travel when all users have been 
considered in its delivery. 

 Second Stakeholder Workshop 

A technical stakeholder event was held on Monday 9th July 2018 at the Guildhall, Gloucester. Issues, 
results from the route audits and scheme priorities were presented and discussed with a range of 
stakeholders, including representatives from Local interest groups; national charities; planning, 
transport and highway professionals; the health service; Local Enterprise Partnership and local 
councils. 

A list of scheme proposals were sense checked and refined by attendees. Some additional comments 
were also absorbed into the existing analysis and proposals for the routes and the outcomes of 
discussion then formed the basis for a technical assessment. The technical assessment involved on 
site engineers to analyse and cost proposals, these went on to inform the infrastructure 
improvements set out below.  

 Programme of Walking Improvements 

The following appendices are not in priority order, but follow the direction of the routes audited. 
These schemes were assessed and prioritised following the process set out in the LCWIP Technical 
Guidance. The results can be seen in the CSV CWIP Prioritisation document. 

The prioritised schemes will be consulted upon with stakeholders and the top raking schemes will be 
considered in the Local Transport Plan (LTP) delivery priorities. The LTP is a key policy document and 
gives strategic direction for Gloucestershire’s transport investment. However, this is not a delivery 
plan; schemes in the LTP provide the basis for future funding bids, as opportunities arise, and 
discussions with third parties where funding may be provided such as by transport operators, 
providers and developers. 
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The walking and equality route audit tool scores are set out in the table and graph below. These 
clearly show that all routes assessed score less that the expected minimum provision. They also 
show that a route which scores better physically does not necessarily score well for equality. 

Route WRAT 
score 

WRAT % EQAT 
Score 

EQAT % 

I GCHQ 19 48 27 65 

IV Hester’s Way 21 53 27 65 

VI Great Western Road 23 58 3 7 

VI Subway detour  13 33 5 12 

VII Barton (Metz Way) 20 50 9 21 

VII Barton (alleyway) 14 35 12 29 

 

 

 

8.8.1 Gloucester 

Figure 2 Gloucester intervention TABLE 

No. LOCATION INTERVENTION DESCRIPTION 
ESTIMATED 

COST (£) 

1 

Gloucester 
Railway Station 
forecourt 

Sign to be re-orientated 
45 degrees clockwise 

City information Sign needs to be re-orientated to 
improve visibility for pedestrians departing the Rail 
Station  

£380-450 
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No. LOCATION INTERVENTION DESCRIPTION 
ESTIMATED 

COST (£) 

2 

Gloucester 
Railway Station 
forecourt 

Improve visibility Cut back overgrown vegetation to provide 
clearance and visibility for pedestrians and cyclists. 

£1,300-
1,500 

3 

Gloucester 
Railway Station 
forecourt 

Tactile surface to warn 
pedestrians of shared 
foot/cycleway. 

Inclusion of tactile 
cycleway surface in 
the segregated 
foot/cycleway in 
A430, as illustrated 
in Guidance on the 
use of Tactile 
Paving Surface 
sketch.  
Include cycle 
markings. 

 

£2,000-
2,500 

4 

Signalised 
junction Metz 
Way - A4320 

Tactile surface to be 
installed approach to 
the controlled crossing.   

Inclusion of tactile 
cycleway surface in 
the segregated 
foot/cycleway, as 
illustrated in  
Guidance on the 
use of Tactile 
Paving Surface 
sketch. 

 

£3,000-
3,750 

5 

Bus Stop Metz 
Way 

Mitigation measures to 
avoid current unsafe 
informal pedestrian 
crossing activity, due to 
a pedestrian desire line 
between the bus stop 
and ASDA superstore. 

A new pedestrian crossing facility to be agreed 
durig the Gloucester Rail Station forecourt 
redesign. Alternatively, encourage pedestrians to 
use the existing signalised crossing:• Installation of 
approximately 40 m of high visibility Pedestrian 
Guardrail along the central reservation of Metz 
Way. The barrier will be set up from the signalised 
pedestrian crossing and approximately 8-10m past 
the bus stop (as shown red on the image to the 
left)• The intervention also requires tarmac 
resurfaced where the barrier will be placed. 

£8,000-
8,500 

6 

Vehicular 
access into 
ASDA from 
Metz Way 

Mitigation measures 
which complement the 
existing “no pedestrian 
access sign” need to be 
included to redirect 
pedestrians to a safer 
access (as identified by 
the yellow route in the 
photo).   

Installation of approximately 1m of knee rail fence 
and a new sign directing pedestrians to a safe 
access point.   

 

A prominent desire line indicates that pedestrians 
use the grass verge (as indicated in red on the 
photo) next to the vehicle entrance to ASDA. This 
line leads to HGV parking and is not considered a 
safe pedestrian route. 

£1,000-
1,200 
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No. LOCATION INTERVENTION DESCRIPTION 
ESTIMATED 

COST (£) 

7 

Segregated 
path parallel to 
Metz Way  

Provide access from 
Lobb Court and 
Millbrook Street onto 
the segregated path 
parallel to Metz Way.  
This will improve access 
for residents onto the 
footpath and on-going 
connections to ASDA, 
the bus and railway 
stations and city centre.  

Subject to landownership remove wooden panel 
fence to form footpath link with Lobb Court leading 
and Millbrook Street.  

This will improve access and the perception of 
safety by mitigating the tunnel effect created by 
high fencing.  

£2,000-
3,000 

8 

Junction 
between 
Millbrook 
Street and 
Derby Road 

Install crossing points 
with tactile paving and 
dropped kerbs. 

Installation of uncontrolled pedestrian crossing 
with dropped kerbs to standards set in 'Guidance 
on the Use of Tactile Paving Surfaces'. Ensure 
crossing points direct pedestrians to the opposite 
kerb.  

£1,520-
1,800 

9 

Derby Road 
(Footpath 
sections 
between 
Millbrook 
Street and 
Derby and 
Railway Lanes)   
Great Western 
Road 

Cut back vegetation 
obstructing 
foot/cycleway.  

Removed overgrown vegetation to provide 
clearance for pedestrians and cyclists.  

£1,300-
1,500 

10 

Great Western 
Road junction 
with Horton 
Road 

Realign tactile paving to 
ensure a safe layout 
when crossing the road 
as opposed to the 
direction indicated in 
red on the image to the 
far right.    

Reconstruction of an uncontrolled pedestrian 
crossing point on both sides of the road using 
tactile paving surface and drop kerbs to standards 
set in 'Guidance on the Use of Tactile Paving 
Surfaces'. 

£1,300 

11 

Tower Block 
vehicular 
access/egress - 
Gloucestershire 
Royal Hospital, 
Great Western 
Road 

Junction redesign 
including narrowing of 
the bell mouth or a 
pedestrian refuge. 
 

This access road serves vehicles entering the on-site 
'Tower' car park, busses and non-emergency 
ambulances. 

 

Option a. Narrowing of the bell mouth at the 
junction will require a swept path analysis to 
determine the space required for vehicles in order 
to redesign the junction if possible. This will also 
require consultation with the Hospital. 
This is likely to be a high cost intervention which 
may be detrimental to other users. 

 

 

 

 

 

Requires 
further 
design study   
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No. LOCATION INTERVENTION DESCRIPTION 
ESTIMATED 

COST (£) 

Option b. A pedestrian refuge with non-illuminated 
bollards at the junction could be installed, including 
realignment of the footpath to follow the desire 
line of pedestrians (as indicated in red, on the 
photo). 
 

Uncontrolled pedestrian crossing points are also 
required on both sides of the road.  

£8,000-
8,500 

12 

Great Western 
Road - 
junctions with 
Pullman Court 
and the 
Orchard Centre 
access road.  

Install dropped kerbs 
and tactile paving at the 
junctions shown in red 
on the image adjacent. 

Installation of uncontrolled pedestrian crossings 
with dropped kerbs and tactile paving surface to 
standards set in 'Guidance on the Use of Tactile 
Paving Surfaces'. These need to be positioned to 
ensure they direct partially sighted pedestrian to 
the opposite kerb.   

£4,560-
5,400 

13 

Great Western 
Road - 
pedestrian 
access to 
hospital 

Install tactile paving and 
realign dropped kerbs 
at the junction shown in 
red on the image 
adjacent. 

Installation of uncontrolled pedestrian crossing 
with dropped kerbs and tactile paving to standard 
set in 'Guidance on the Use of Tactile Paving 
Surfaces'. 
These need to be positioned to ensure they direct 
partially sighted pedestrian to the opposite kerb.   

£1,520-
1,800 (both 
sides) 

14 

Great Western 
Road - Western 
Entrance 
Gloucestershire 
Royal Hospital 

Pedestrian priority 
including the 
resurfacing and levelling 
of the footpath over an 
old vehicle access point. 

Alternative to scheme No. 12: Continue footpath 
across entrance at consistent level, in the style of a 
raised table.  

£ 8,800-
9,200 

15 

Great Western 
Road - derelict 
site entrance 

Improve footpath 
across existing vehicle 
access points. 

Option a. Continue footpath across entrance at 
consistent level, in the style of a raised table and 
alter existing drainage. 

£ 10,500-
11,000 

Option b. Installation of an uncontrolled pedestrian 
crossing point at the entrance using tactile paving 
and drop kerbs to standard set in 'Guidance on the 
Use of Tactile Paving Surfaces'. Alter existing 
drainage.  

£3,000-
5,000 (both 
sides) 

16 

Great Western 
(From Subway 
entrance)  

Footway improvements 
in the vicinity of the 
subway entrance, 
connecting Great 
Western Road with the 
railway station. 

Provide a new zebra crossing approximately 65m 
east of the subway entrance and approximately 
160m west of the existing zebra crossing. Costs 
include construction, road markings, beacons, 
lights, signs, advance danger but exclude associated 
service trenches, ducts etc. and any surfacing 
improvements that may be required (subject to 
survey). 

£6,300-
8,100 
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No. LOCATION INTERVENTION DESCRIPTION 
ESTIMATED 

COST (£) 

In addition to above and in order to provide a 
continuous route free of obstacles, repair of the 
footway in the vicinity of the subway entrance, 
continuing the footpath across the entrance at a 
consistent level, in the style of a raised table.  

£4,300-
4,600 

A 

Alleyway 
connecting 
Derby Road to 
Millbrook 
Street 

Mirrors and opening up 
footway through 
lowering/removing 
fences 

 Mirrors would allow pedestrians to see 
what was around the corner, giving a 
sense of security and confidence. 

 Reducing the height of fences bordering 
the alleyway would open up the walking 
route and likely increase surveillance 
from neighbouring properties. 

Requires 
further 
design study 

B 

Alleyway 
connecting 
Derby Road to 
Millbrook 
Street 

Improved lighting  Lighting can help to discourage crime 
and vandalism and increase the 
perception of safety. 

 Costs will vary considerably deepening on 

type/power source/existing cabling/ 

infrastructure and coverage 

£1,400-
1,800 per 
column 

C 

Footpath 
between Derby 
Road and Asda 
store 

Place making through 
street art/murals and 
maintenance 

 The art could be developed with 
contributions from local schools, 
community groups and potentially the 
Asda store. 

 The alleyway would benefit from 
regular maintenance, removal of litter 
and installation of litter bins where 
possible. 

Requires 
further 
investigation 
but would 
vary 
considerably 
based on 
remit.   

D 

London Road Relocate parking sign to 
adjacent post 

 This will improve pedestrian comfort 
and coherence and minimise 
obstruction on the footway 

£380-450 

E 

Bruton Way Dropped kerb and 
tactile paving 

 Improve coherence through tactile 
paving and dropped kerbs, particularly 
for those who are visually impaired. 

£1,520-
1,800  

F 
Bruton Way Resurface footpath  Improving the quality and level of the 

footpath by resurfacing. 
£8,000 
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Figure 1 Gloucester intervention MAP
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8.8.2 Cheltenham 

Figure 2 Cheltenham intervention TABLE 

No. LOCATION INTERVENTION DESCRIPTION 
ESTIMATED 

COST (£) 

1 Cheltenham 
Railway Station 

Install dropped kerb While the future forecourt redesign will be carried out 
in the future, as a provisional measure, it is proposed to 
remove the current kerbs and install dropped kerbs.  

 

The Cheltenham railway station forecourt redesign 
should include an adequate pedestrian alternative to 
the existing raised kerb. This will improve safety, 
coherence and directness.    

£1,000 - 
1,200 

2 Bus stop at 
Queen's Road 

Move pedestrian 
crossing. 

Although the existing crossing is blocked by a bus stop, 
the cost alternatives of moving the bus stop or the 
pedestrian crossing may be prohibitive.  
 
Option A. Do nothing as the current bus stop location is 
appropriately located where the footpath is wide and 
able to accommodate pedestrians waiting for buses.  

Option B. Move the informal pedestrian crossing next to 
Tesco Express car entrance could be an appropriate 
approach. However this alternative would involve the 
demolition of an existing formalised crossing in order to 
construct a new one just a few metres away.  

 

 

 

 

N/A 

 

 

 

 

£8,000-
8,500 

3 Queen's 
Road/Gloucester 
road 

Remove overgrown 
vegetation to provide 
clearance for 
pedestrians and 
cyclists.  

 

Vegetation obstructing signs and footway at Queen's 
Road footway and Gloucester Road which need to be 
cutback.  
It will require future maintenance to ensure an 
adequate visibility.   

£1,000 

4 Junction: 
Libertus Court & 
Libertus Rd 

Install tactile surfaces 
and narrow the 
junction mouth. 

Installation of an uncontrolled pedestrian crossing point 
on both sides of the road using tactile paving surface 
and drop kerbs as stated on Guidance on the use of 
Tactile Paving Surfaces. 

 £1,520 - 
1,800 
(both sides)  

Tighter radii which helps pedestrians to travel across 
and through the junction by reducing the speed of 
turning vehicles.  
This intervention will be subjected to a tracking test.  

 £8,000 - 
10,000 
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No. LOCATION INTERVENTION DESCRIPTION 
ESTIMATED 

COST (£) 

5 Junction: Church 
Road & Libertus 
Rd 

There are dropped 
kerbs provided 
however, it is observed 
that the height of the 
dropped kerb is more 
than the 6mm 
tolerance stated in the 
Guidance on the use of 
Tactile Paving Surface. 

Installation of an uncontrolled pedestrian crossing point 
on both sides of the road using tactile paving surface 
and drop kerbs as stated on Guidance on the use of 
Tactile Paving Surfaces.  

 £1,520 - 
1,800 
(both sides)  

6 Junction: 
Rowanfield & 
Libertus Rd 

Install tactile surface 
and patch the road 
pavement. 

Installation of an uncontrolled pedestrian crossing point 
on both sides of the road using tactile paving surface 
and drop kerbs as stated on Guidance on the use of 
Tactile Paving Surfaces.  
 
Improve the condition of the crossing by patching the 
road pavement. 

 £2,660 - 
3,200  
(dropped 
kerbs at 
both sides)  

7 Junctions: Byron 
Road, Devon 
Avenue, Libertus 
Road and 
Tennyson Road 

Reduce kerb radius to 
benefit pedestrians, 
shortening their 
crossing over the 
carriageway.  
 
 

As an alternative of narrowing the kerb radii, the 
introduction of two pedestrian refuges/islands (Devon 
Ave & Byron Rd) is suggested, which effectively narrow 
the carriageway and so reduce the crossing distance.  
 
The installation of uncontrolled pedestrian crossing 
points will also be required.  

 

This approach will need vehicular tracking testing to 
determine the minimum dimensions required. 

 £14,000 - 
£15,200  

8 Junction: Milton 
Road - Byron 
Road 

Install dropped kerbs 
and tactile surfaces 

Installation of an uncontrolled pedestrian crossing point 
on both sides of the road using tactile paving surfaces 
and drop kerbs as stated on Guidance on the use of 
Tactile Paving Surfaces. 
 

 £1,520 - 
1,800 
(both sides)  

Tighter radii which helps pedestrians to travel across 
and through the junction by reducing the speed of 
turning vehicles.  
This intervention will be subjected to tracking test.  

 £8,000 - 
10,000  

9 Footway both 
sides Byron Rd 
(Between Milton 
Rd and 
Shakespeare Rd 

Resurface of both 
footway sides 
(approximately 440 m) 

 

Footpaths in both sides have two different types of 
pavement maintenance treatment of slabs and tarmac. 
These are poorly maintained with many cracks, 
obstructions and trip hazards.   

 

Resurfacing will improve the overall look of the path as 
well as improving safety and accessibility. 

54,500 - 
56,100 
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No. LOCATION INTERVENTION DESCRIPTION 
ESTIMATED 

COST (£) 

  Junction: Byron 
Road & 
Shakespeare 

Install dropped kerbs 
and tactile surfaces. 

Option A: Installation of 4 uncontrolled pedestrian 
crossing points on both sides of the road using tactile 
paving surface and drop kerbs as stated on Guidance on 
the use of Tactile Paving Surfaces.  

 £6,080 - 
7,200  

10 Option B: In addition to option A, create tighter radii at 
all junction arms to help pedestrians travel both across 
and through the junction. This will reduce the speed of 
turning vehicles and improve the legibility an coherence 
of the junction for pedestrians. 

 

 £12,000 - 
13,500  

11 Shakespeare Rd 
Footway (both 
sides between 
Byron Rd and 
Tennyson Rd) 

Resurface of both 
footway sides 
(approximately 160 m) 

 

Footpaths in both sides have two different types of 
pavement maintenance treatment of slabs and tarmac. 
These are poorly maintained with many cracks, 
obstructions and trip hazards.   

 

Resurfacing will improve the overall look of the path as 
well as improving safety and accessibility. 

 £20,000 - 
22,000  

12 Junction: 
Shakespeare Rd 
& Tennyson 
Road 

Install parking, 

Reduce junction radii, 

Install uncontrolled 
crossings with dropped 
kerbs and tactile 
paving, 

Install bus stop 
markings. 

Cars block the footway, the bus stop has no markings ad 
junctions are very wide. The area lacks coherence and a 
sense of place. Given the nature of this junction as the 
heart of the local centre, a more holistic treatment may 
be appropriate.  
Some options include:  

 

 

 

 

Provision of formalised parking, to reduce informal 
pavement parking while supporting local shops 

 

£16,000 - 
18,000 
(lighting 
relocation 
cost not 
included) 

Narrow junction and install 4 uncontrolled pedestrian 
crossing points on each arm using tactile paving surface 
and dropped kerbs. 

£15,000-
17,600 

Clearer Bus stop markings to reinforce drivers 
awareness 

 £500 - 750  

13 Junction: 
Shakespeare Rd 
with Kipling 
Road and 
Goldsmith Rd  

Installation of 
uncontrolled 
pedestrian crossing 
points on both sides of 
each arm of the 
junction using tactile 
paving surface and 
drop kerbs.  

Raised junctions/colouring not in good condition, no 
tactile paving surface. Lack of coherence and legibility; 
no signals to the visually impaired of where the 
pavement ends and road begins. 

 £7,600 - 
9,000  
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No. LOCATION INTERVENTION DESCRIPTION 
ESTIMATED 

COST (£) 

14 Junction: 
Shakespeare 
Road - Princes 
Elizabeth Way 

Install tactile paving at 
dropped kerbs and 
pedestrian signage. 

There is currently provision of dropped kerbs however 
no tactile surface is provided. Installation of an 
uncontrolled pedestrian crossing points on both sides of 
the road using tactile paving surface and drop kerbs as 
stated on Guidance on the use of Tactile Paving Surfaces 
will improve legibility, along with installation of a 
pedestrian sign. 

 £1,670 - 
2,050 
  

15 Junction: Shelly 
Road - Princess 
Elizabeth Way 

Installation of an 
uncontrolled 
pedestrian crossing 
point on both sides of 
the road using tactile 
paving surface and 
drop kerbs. 

There are dropped kerbs provided however, there is no 
tactile surface and the height of the dropped kerb is 
more than the 6mm tolerance stated in Guidance on the 
use of Tactile Paving Surfaces. 

 £1,520 - 
1,800 
(both sides)  

16 Junction: Pitman 
Road - Shelly 
Road & 
Monkscroft Care 
Centre entrance 

Installation of an 
uncontrolled 
pedestrian crossing 
point on both sides of 
the road using tactile 
paving surface and 
drop kerbs. 

There are dropped kerbs provided however, there is no 
tactile surface and the height of the dropped kerb is 
more than the 6mm tolerance stated in Guidance on the 
use of Tactile Paving Surfaces. 

 £3,040  - 
3,600  
  

17 Shelly Road Installation of an 
uncontrolled 
pedestrian crossing 
point on both sides of 
the road using tactile 
paving surface and 
drop kerbs. 

There are no dropped kerbs or tactile surface as per 
Guidance on the use of Tactile Paving Surfaces. This 
reduced the legibility of the route. 

 £1,520 - 
1,800 
(both sides)  

18 Junction: Shelly 
Avenue - Shelly 
Road 

Construct a new 
footway using standard 
bituminous material 
and provision of 
uncontrolled 
pedestrian crossing 
points on both sides of 
the roads. 

There is insufficient footway provision (<0.5m) and 
neither dropped kerbs nor tactile surface provided on 
any side  

 

 

 £3,160 - 
3,500 
  

19 Junction Shelly 
Road & Kipling 
Road 

Installation of 4 
uncontrolled 
pedestrian crossing 
points on both sides of 
the road using tactile 
paving surface and 
drop kerbs.  

Raised junctions/colouring not in good condition, no 
tactile paving surface. Lack of coherence and legibility; 
no signals to the visually impaired of where the 
pavement ends and road begins. 

 £6,080 - 
7,200  
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No. LOCATION INTERVENTION DESCRIPTION 
ESTIMATED 

COST (£) 

20 Junction Shelly 
Road & 
Tennyson Road 

Uncontrolled 
pedestrian crossings 
with tactile paving and 
dropped kerbs.  

Narrow junction 
mouth. 

There is no provision of dropped kerbs and tactile 
surfacing. 

Installation of an uncontrolled pedestrian crossing point 
on both sides of the road using tactile paving surface 
and drop kerbs as stated on Guidance on the use of 
Tactile Paving Surface will improve coherence. 

 £1,520 - 
1,800 
(both sides)  

Tighter radii which helps pedestrians to travel across 
and through the junction by reducing the speed of 
turning vehicles will improve safety and the perception 
of pedestrian priority.  
This intervention will be subjected to a tracking test. 

 

 £8,000 - 
10,000 
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Figure 1 Cheltenham intervention MAP
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9 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

Gloucestershire is serious about increasing the number of trips made by walking and cycling and it is 
Gloucestershire County Council’s (GCC) view that this as an essential component of creating better 
places and improving the quality of people’s lives.  

It is GCC’s long-term aim to produce a number of LCWIPs based on our Local Transport Plan (LTP) 
Connecting Places Strategy areas.  The initial LCWIP will focus on Cheltenham and Gloucester in the 
CSV area. 

This document outlines the network planning for walking and cycling within the Central Severn Vale .  
It provides the background information for identifying travel patterns for pedestrians and cyclists in 
Cheltenham and Gloucester. Key destinations and desire lines in Gloucester and Cheltenham have 
been identified for pedestrians and for cyclists. 

In both Cheltenham and Gloucester, potential cycling routes which connect key destinations have 
been identified and audited. The routes will comprise sections of the proposed Gloucestershire 
Countywide Cycleway. The audits were used to identify proposed cycling improvements for future 
development. 

The focus of the LCWIP process for walking has been movements to and from the main public 
transport hubs of Gloucester Railway Station and Cheltenham Railway Station. The key desire lines 
to/from these hubs have been identified. Walking routes along a selection of these desire lines were 
identified and audited to develop proposed improvements for future development. 

This stage of the LCWIP development has concentrated on the primary corridors, connecting origins 
to the more strategic destinations. The LCWIP will be developed over time, through further work and 
analysis, to provide a more comprehensive network plan. 

This document aims to provide the context and network planning for further work to prioritise a list 
of cycling and walking improvements.    
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APPENDIX A 

IDENTIFICATION OF DESIRE LINES 
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Step 1 – creation of initial desire lines 

A series of assumptions were used to identify desire lines connecting each origin to all relevant 
strategic destinations, as follows:   

 Desire lines connecting origins to strategic destinations should not exceed 5km in length – 

this threshold was chosen to represent the journey distance considered to be easily cycled 

by many people.  

 Desire lines connect each origin to the nearest example of each destination type within 5km. 

In recognition of the fact that an individual’s employment location is unlikely to be the 

nearest, each origin was connected to all employment sites within 5km.  

Figure 32 shows an example of how the assumptions worked in practice. It shows a residential origin 
connected to all employment areas within 5km, and the nearest hospital, educational camps and rail 
station, if one exists within 5km. Destinations beyond 5km are not connected to the origin.  

Figure 32 – An illustrated example of the desire line connections.  

 

 

The outcome of this process was a comprehensive network of desire lines. Figure 19 shows the 
example of Cheltenham, with initial desire lines in black. The map indicates the complexity of the 
network which results from connecting each origin to a range of destinations. It shows there is a 
particular focus of connections to the city centre.  
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Figure 33 – Plan showing desire lines connecting all origins to destinations, based on the assumptions detailed 
above. 

 
 

Step 2 – Identification of initial trend lines 

To rationalise the network, particular concentrations of desire lines were manually identified. These 
‘trend lines’ were intended to highlight locations with a significant concentration of desire lines, and 
therefore where there is likely to be a significant demand for short trips to a range of destinations. 
These ’trend lines’ provided some clarity for the authorities to start to assess the network and were 
a tool to help identify the key corridors. These initial trend lines are shown in light blue in Figure 20. 
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Figure 34 – Plan showing trend lines, rationalising the desire line network. 

 

 

 

Step 3 – Overlaying forecast cycle flows from the Propensity to Cycle Tool  

The Propensity to Cycle Tool (PCT) uses 2011 census journey to work data to forecast future cycle 
flows in three different scenarios. It presents this information visually, on the basis of desire lines 
between population weighted centroids for census output areas.  

The corridors that are forecast to have the highest cycle flows (those over 100 trips) in the 
Government Target scenario were shown on the maps in red, along with the trend lines, as shown in 
Figure 35. This scenario shows a doubling in cycle trips nationwide, representing the Government’s 
target of increasing the number of annual cycle stages from 0.8 billion in 2013 to 1.6 billion in 
202512. The increase in trips however is not uniform, with the PCT accounting for existing cycle 
activity, length of trip and gradient. Although the PCT does have some limitations – it is derived from 
commuting trip data only and therefore does not take into account additional trips generated by 
proposed future development sites. Despite this, it is considered an important dataset that can 
assist authorities in understanding cycle demand.  

 

 

Figure 35 – Plan showing initial trend lines and top cycle movement corridors (PCT Government Target 
scenario).  

                                                           

12 Cycling and Walking Investment Strategy (DfT, 2017) 
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APPENDIX B 

WALKING AUDIT FINDINGS 
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